Spotlight focuses on
whiteness and democrac y
McLaren continued to state that

BY LAUREN HOISINGTON we need to realize that to
Staff Writer

This Sunday, October 19 at 7:30
p.m. Peter McLaren, a professor
from UCLA, and a social activist,
spoke in Lorimer chapel. His lecture was entitled ''Retm'nking Democracy, Unthinking Whiteness."
McLaren's speech was sponsored
by the Education and Human Development departments.
Prof esssor McLaren prefaced his
talk by stating that he tries not to be
cynical about our current race situation. He also told white students
that his speech was not intended to
make them feel guilty.
JMcLaren began his lecture by
criticizing capitalism for the way in
which it forms concentrations of
wealth in a few hands and many
people with very little money. The
ruling class wants and has services
and comforts without any burdens
or taxes. There is a tremendous concentration of wealth and, subsequently, political power within the
hands of a minority.This fact makes
McLaren doubt that the United
States is truly a democracy.
McLaren spoke about the continuing problem of racial prejudice
in America. He specifically addressed the fact that Mexicans are
immigrating to America,and people
are extremely prejudiced against
this.. Americans, according to
McLaren, refer to Mexican immigration as "hell at our doorstep,"
"brpnziation,"and the "cultural invasion of the South West."

"diversif y"is not enough because
whiteness is still at the core. White
people need to see themselves as
different, as whites. He explained
his point through the example that
in an experiment several women
were asked to describe themselves.
All the African-American women
described themselves as AfricanAmerican and none of the white
women mentioned their race.
McLarensees whitesas over represented. They set the standards of
success. People with a racist ideology formed our country. He mentions people like Abraham Lincoln,
who believed that whites were superior to blacks, Thomas Jefferson,
who held slaves and believed in a
racist ideology,and Ben Frankinand
JohnCalhoun who were also racist.
Even today, we have people in the
political arena who are racist such
as Pat Buchanan.
McLaren asserted that we must
remember that the concept of whiteness is an invention. By the 1860s
whiteness became a measure of the
superiority or inferiority of a person. The Irish were called black at
one time, which illustrates for us
that race is an invention. But, because blacks were hated, when the
poor whites were "offered whiteness" they took it.
McLaren. was not telling us to
celebrate whiteness or start programs in white studies, rather he
suggested that we need to re-articulate whiteness in the interests of the
oppressed.!!)

Princeton University Professor
Robert Darnton delivered a speech
titled "News and Media in PreRevolutionaryParis"on Thursday,
October 9.
Darnton started his lecture by
explaining the concept of news itself. He explained that news is
what we read in newspapers. Yet
he explained that in Paris in 1740,
one did not discover news through
newspapers because newspapers
were prohibited by the government.
Darnton stated that there were

many different modes of communication, and they often overlapped. He explained a system
called, "Nouvelles de bouche,"
where all sorts of people, even
ambassadors, sent their servants
to receive word of news. This system of oral news was made into
news scripts, and often people
would copy the news so that oth-

ers could read it. Still oral, manuscript,and printed news were considered illegal by the government.
The government had free reign
over the postal service. News had
to pass by a censor. As a result, the
book police spent a lot of time
tracking down illegal literature.
Darnton explained that Paris
was quite a literate society, "curious in public affairs ." Stilrra-basiecontradiction existed between the
public and the state because the
public wanted news. Darnton explained that there were four phases
for information. Number one was
insider gossip at court. The second was general rumor in Paris,
see PARIS on page 3

time of contact and accused Lack of
rape. '
As a resultof this case,the Colby
community feltit necessarytodetermine how they would approach a
similar situation and to understand
the concept of consent. The; result
was the creation of the document,
'ImportantinformationfortheColby
Collegecommunity aboutsexualassault."
Colby's policy on sexual assault
is specifically defined in this pamphlet. This definition includes what
sexual assault is, what constitutes
consent, the differences between
Maine State law and Colby's policy
regarding sexual assault, how the
risksofsexualassault canbereduced,
and steps to take if sexual assault
happens to you. Also included are
several hypothetical situations to
help darify the college's policy. The
document is primarilyto beused to
educate the Colby community on
the topic of sexual assault.
's
ThepamphletdefinesthecoUege
positiononsexualassaultusingthree

laws. "Ifs a very complicated matter, but we tried to make the brochure
and policiesas easy [to underI think (the sexual
stand] as possible," said Janice
assault task force) is Kassman, Dean of Students and a
member of the task force.
a very good policy
Raji Gupta '99, also a member of
- Itaji Gup ta *99
the task force, said, "I think it is a
;very good policy, although I hope
"
7 7
nothing ever happens becausethere
principles: "Mutual consent is man- are so many contingencies that you
datory. Consent may be withdrawn can't plan*for."
In addit ion to Kassman an d
at any time by either party.Alcohol
and drugs impair judgment and un- Gupta, other members of the task
dermine the possibility for mutual force included four professors and
consent."The documentdefines con- other faculty/ as well as Stephanie
sent as "actual words or conduct Blackman '97.
[whichj indicatefreelygivenapproval
"It was a very wonderful group.
or agreement without coercion.Both We did a lot of reading and talked
participants have a responsibility to with the Colby attorney. We just recommunicate their consent, but the ally spent a lot of time trying to figgreater burden falls oh the initiator of ure out how [the policy] could be
the sexual act(s), to ensure that con- most easily understood on campus,"
sent has been granted... Lack of ob- said Kassman.
jection is not consent."
A second task of the group was to
the Sexual Assault Task Force educate studentson sexual assault in
spent nearlya year looking at other general. It was the sexual assault
schools', policies and Maine State task force that brought clinical psy-

chologist Alan Berkowitz tocampus
during freshman orientation, followed by smaller single-gender discussions. "I think it was a positive
thing to get rightaway, for the freshmen to understand the issue and
that the College doesn't want it to
happen," said Gupta.
In addition to thisevent,students
are being educated through a date
rapescenariodonebyStudentHealth
on Campus (SHOC). Additionally,
PattiHopperstead,DirectorofCounselingServices,iscontinuingtheeducation limb of the task force. She is
workmgtobrmgmoreprograrnming
on campus, but also, is planning to
train students to lead discussions in
residence halls,therefore increasing
thedialogueamongstudents on campus about sexual responsibility and
healthy relationships.
For now,the Sexual AssaultTask
Force has been adjourned, but, "I
suspect the College will look at
[sexual assault] again in the hear
future because policies and laws
change," said GuptaD
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P rof. Peter McLaren lectures on whiteness and democracy.

Echo p hoto by.Melan ie Guryansky
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BY JILL MORNEAU
Staff Writer

The most important
modes of
information were
gossip and song

Task force addres ses issue of sexual assault
BY BETSY LOYD
Staff Wr
iter

:

The familiar sign on the bath-

room wall presents a Colby student
with the ambigious question, what

exactly is sexual assault? Sexual assault at Colby is sexual activity, of
any kind, with a person without that
person's consent. This seemingly
simple task of defining what sexual
assault means at Colby is one of the
major purposes of the College's
Sexual AssaultTask Force.
The Sexual Assault Task Force
was formed under the advisement
of the Campus Community Committee after a recent controversial
sexual assaultcase at Brown University, where student Adam Lack was
found guilty of sexual misconduct
by the Brown University Disciplinary Coinmittee. lack had sex with a
woman whom he said was soper
andinitiatedthecontact.However,a
month later;the woman filed a complaint, saying she was drunk at the
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The money track —Where Colby tuition dollars are spent
Are students getting a bang f or $29,000 bucks ?
BY REBECCA POLLARD
StaffWriter

Affording an elite education in 1997 has
thousands of American families digging far
deeper into their pockets than they.ever had
anticipated. During the 1977-78 school year,
the cost of a Colby education was $5,525, approximately the price of a new car. This year,
most students and their families received a
$29, 190 bill in the mail.
Though students and families complain
about increases in tuition and college officials
counter that Colby'sincreases rival or are even
less than comparable institutions, the influx
and outflowof money is often misunderstood.
Debates about how revenues should be
spent are not new. And as budget considerations for the 1997-98 school year-get underway in a few weeks,the debates on wherethat
money should be spent are likely to continue.
RidingthemoneytrackaroundMayflower
Hill is far from a Sunday drive. Questions
about who makes decisions and how they are
made provide insight into whether exorbitant
spending exists,and whether students are being taken for a ride.
Money coming in
It costs $68 million a year to run Colby
College.
According to Administrative Vice President W. Arnold Yasinski,this one-year operating budget does not come solely from tuition
dollars.Itis rather a conglomerate of revenues
coming from a variety of sources.
75percent of the $68million revenue stream
is funded by students. Tuition and other mandatory fees combine to form one comprehensive fee.
The remaining 25percent is funded several
ways. Each year the Trustees designate a portion of the excess endowment to the fund.
Donations, made to the Alumni Annual Fund
also help, as do summer programs held at
Colby. Other miscellaneous sources of income
pull in enough to cover the 25 percent,
Yasinski added that money generated
through donations has a tremendous impact
on students. And it does.
If it weren't for the 25 percent of revenues
coming from donations, he said the cost of a
Colby education—the cost of funding Colby
for one year—would actually be $7,000 more
than students currently pay. That would make
the annual cost close to $36,000.

Money going out

Observers of the Colby community who
suspect most of Colby's funds pay for new
furniture and extravagant buildings may be
mistaken.
"We have more people expenses than any
other kindsof expenses,similar to a hospital or
other organization," Yasinski said, citing
Colby's nonprofit status.
He said two-thirds of the $68 million in
revenues are spent on people.
Slightly less than 50 percent is allocated for
compensation—the salariesof faculty and staff.
15percent,more than $10 million, is issued as
financial aid.
Thererriainingone-third paysfor hundreds
of services ranging f rom library books and
classroom equipment to $1 million a year for
electricityand a half-million dollars for heating oil.
The budget for renovations and renewals,
though a separate entity, does receive some
funding from this one-third of the $68 million
budget, Building projects are funded through

donations and partially from this one-third.
An example of this is the recently completed new dorm, comprised of Anthony,
Mitchell, and Schupf. It was partly funded by
three, one-million dollar gift-givers, whilethe
remaining money was borrowed. Portions of
the student/gift fund will pay for some of the
debt accumulating from the loans.
"Part of tuition paid for part of the debt
service," Yasinski said. "If s pretty complex."
Indeed, Yasinski explained that all revenues are compiled in one lump sum,the one
comprehensive fee. So a breakdown of where
certain dollars actually go is impossible to
ascertain. He said, like the new dorm,renovations to the street of the library may or may not
have been partially funded by tuition dollars
or donations.
"All of it pays for all of it," Yasinski said.
SGA President Shannon Baker '98 said
Colby'scomprehensivefeeisuncommoncompared to other schools,but she doesn't view it
as a problem.
"Wedon'tseeexactly where our
money is going. But
the more I've
thought about it,if s
easier andataschool
likeColbywehavea
lot of trust in those
who make the decisions.

explained. "It provides permanent support of
Colby."
Amassed from donationssinceColby'sconception,the$200millionfundservesas a type of
safety net should some financial disaster ever
strike Mayflower Hill.
In addition, Yasinski said the endowment
gives Colby spendingpower. He said as long as
the endowment keeps growing at the rate of
inflation, some money can be taken from the
endowmentand added to the $68million operating budget. Each year the Trustees analyze
the contributions and financial status of the
fund and canthen decide howmuchtoomoney
can safely be allocated.
Often,Yasinskisaid,theamountofacollege
's
endowment is linked to the quality of education.
Colby's ranking in the latest issue of U.S.
Newsarid World Report, was 18.
At the September26 dedication for the new
dorm.TrusteePaul Schuof recoenized the link
between rating and
endowment and
stressed the need to
continue boosting
Colby's status.
"In my opinion,
Colby should be
ranked in the top ten
incountry,not 18,and
I'll do everything in
mypower todo that,"
he
said.
Financial aid
Baker also ac"Anyone who
knowledged thetie a
Colby decides to adcollege's ranking has
mit and applies for
toitsendowment.She
financialaid,wewill
said after attendinga
meet the full calcurecent Trustee meetlated need of the stuing, she decided to
dent," said Yasinski.
make a senior pledge,
"Thaf s what finanrecognizingrheextent
cial aid is."
to which alumni conSometimes
tributionskeepColby
though, what Colby
alive and well.
and financial aid ofWhilestudentsare
Echo photo by Kristina Smith
ficers assume a fampondering their fuily can pay, differs
Are you signing away your cash to
ture roles in the finanfrom what the famColby?
cial support of their
ily thinks they can
soon-to-be alma
contribute.
mater, they're also questioning exactly where
"I've had two friends that haven't beenable
their dollars are spent now.
to comeback for financialreasons," said Baker.
"Consideringthatsomeday l'mgoingtobe
Still, Yasinski said there's an increase each giving money back to Colby,
it makes me a
year in the amount of financial aid Colby offers. little skeptical about what they're doing with
"It goes up steadily each year.If s morethan the money now," said Hughes.
if s ever been before."
This year, the amount of financial aid pro- Decisions about dollars —the money track
vided to students increased by 9.7 percent.
Million dollar decisions do not happen at
But are student fee rates and the financial one yearly budget meeting. If s a yearlong
aid rates inflatingat a similar pace? "Financial process of planning and number-crunching
aid goes up faster than fees do," Yasinski said. before a budget is set for the following year.
"Ultimately to be a good college you've got to
In a few weeks,the initialsteps in planning
pay people well, provide the right materials to the 1997-98 budget will begin.
work in a classroom or lab and you've got to
And with his role of chief financial and
provide fair support for all students who can't business officer, Yasinski is responsible for
otherwise afford it."
seeing that it gets done—and gets done right;
Sandra Hughes '98, a beneficiary of finanHe and Associate Vice President for Ficial aid,said she'svery thankfulfor the financial nance and Treasury Doug Reinhardt are beaid Colby's offered her, but does see areas ginning to request next year'santicipated budwhere it could be enhanced.
get s from departments such as the physical
"I think they need more financial aid for plant, dining sendees, and personnel.
middle-classfamilies,"Hughessaid. "I'd rather
Yasinski and Reinhardt ask each departsee a qualified student come here than a new ment to hold their increases to a certain perstairway."
cent. Upon receiving the proposals they decide where to cut. ) '
7
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Endowing the endowment
"We have to present the Trustees with a
To many, the word endowment brings to balanced
"
budget," Yasinski said.
\
mind images of money and donations—but
Pending
approval
by
the
Trustee
bud
get
¦
'
t here's more.
subcommittee, the estimated budget is sent tb
"If s like a big saving account ," Yasinski the
full Board ofCmstees,for. approva ji nJar m-

ary. Here, the Board will decide on increases
for tuition costs, faculty/staff compensation
and financial aid.
The budget for theJuly to June fiscal year is
completed in March. It may change based on
observations of other comparable schools, but
if s not likely.
"In eight years, I haven't seen any adjustments based on other schools," said Yasinski.
'We just look at whether we're being reasonable."
AbudgetisfinalmAprUbeforetakingeffect
on July 1.
Exorb itant spending?
Whether the dollars running through
Colby's pocketbook are being spent efficiently
depends on who you ask.
"I think there's a lot of waste, like the little
construction projects that are so trivial," said
Sandra Hughes. "When I see a project like the
new dorm I can see where our money is going.
But little projeds—if s hard to see if they were
necessaryand if themoney's really addingup."
And because of the one comprehensive fee,
determiningwhichdollars gowhereis difficult,
leaving students asking if things balance out.
"Wedo catertoa lot of ritzy people hereand
there is wasteful spending on this campus,"
said Shannon Baker. "But I know if s very complex. I have a lot of respect for people who deal
with money at Colby. I'm not about to criticize
any area until I know all the details."
Yasinski, whosejob is to handle the details,
said "I think the money is spent very effidently."
He pointed to the high quality of education
when compared to the relatively low endowment funds.
That, he said, "is the best evidence Colby is
spendingif smoneywisely. Weputtheemphasis on the right things."
And Baker does think her $29,000 a year is
worth the education.
"There are so many ways we benefit from
the money everyday, and every weekend, and
don't even realize it."

Putting a price on education—When is
enough, enough?

When fee costs can leap four percent in one
year,and that's said to be a low increase, those
paying the fees are left wondering what a
high-quality education will cost years down
the road.
Meanwhile, students and their families
scrounge their bank accounts and ask "when
will enough be enough?"
"I don't think [increases] will ever be
enough because of inflation," said Hughes, an
economics major, "It will probably continue to
grow and grow."
Yasinskiagrees that annual hikes in tuition
are inevitable,but he said the rate of increases
are not steadfast,
In recent years, he said the rate fees have
increased at Colby has actually dropped.
He added that "high'; will become "too
high" only when students and their families
say so,
"Students around the country will determine how a college reacts," Yasinski said.
"Families who send their kids to Colby and
other schools—their incomes are also going
Up." ¦ ¦ ¦' ¦ ¦ ^i ';X ? : ¦:, . " ¦ ' . ' ¦, '¦ ' ; "^ 7,, :
Whe ther tuition costs at colleges will continue oii iiuji ^',oT.;^hd;hei> legislators will
intervene^and try to make costs plateau remains to bei seen,; But the multi-million dollar
nrtpitey trade that Winds around Mayflower
Hill will always be under the eye of administra tors ,students and1 families alike.Q
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PARIS, continued frompag e 1—-—
such as the general opinion of the
public. Number three was the
manuscript news sheet, and number four was through prin t ed
books and bestsellers.
According to Darnton , the
French often traded pieces of news
they had written on pieces of paper. They would wear long coats
so they could carry bits of news in
their big sleeves.
One source of information we
have about Paris at the time of 250
years ago are police reports. Professor Darnton pointed out/how-

ever, that spy reports and police
files should not be trusted. Putting together pieces of history remains hard without the oral word.
The most important modes of
information were oral, such as
gossip and songs. Often in 1749
one would be arrested for a song
about a political event, for the authorities feared seditious messages
were being sung in these songs.
Yet songs still remained an import ant medium for communi catin g
n ews, and they appeared everywhere, often produced by ragged

street singers. One would often
see women singing off- color tunes.
The songs were often printed and
sold "under the cloak."
Concluding Darnton s lecture,
he pointed out that it makes; no
sense to separate the printed and
the oral word- He. explained that
they are connected and it does not
serve a purpose to derive one from
the other. Often there exists a tendency to separate the popular from
the elite, he said, and one should
rather look for the mixtures of
media.Q

Professional £ Graduate
School Fair

Wednesda y, October 29
11:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Page Commons Room , Cotter Union
Is graduate school in your future? Over 60 institutions ,var ying
in size , program specialties , and geographic loca t ions , will be
on-hand to distribute literature , answer ques t ions and provide
useful information. Fields related to arts and sciences,law ,public
policy, internat ional affairs , business , medicine , and social
services will be represented.
Sponsored by the Office of Career Services
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Graduate and Professional School
Fair at Colby

Next Wednesday, October 29, a grad u ate and professional school
fair will be held in the Page Commons Room from 11:30 a.m. to2 p.m.
The fair will feature admission representatives from over 60 graduate
schools. These representatives, who represent programs of study
ranging from arts and sciences to law, will distribute literature ,
answer questions and provide students with information. The fair is
open to the public and is free of charge. (AM)

Wilma Mankiller Talk Postponed

Wilma Mankiller , former Chief of the Cherokee Nation , has postponed her featured lecture ,.which was scheduled for this Sunday,
October 26. According to Cultural Chair Walter Wang '98, Mankiller
was forced to cancel her engagement due to a medical problem . Wang
is attemptin g to reschedule the lecture for the spring. (AM)

This Sunday, October 26, the Cultural Affairs Committee will
sponsora lecture fearurmgAmbassadorSh yamala CowsiJ ;, the Deputy
Chief of Mission in the Embassy of India in Washington , D.C., Cowsik
will speak about Indo-U.S. relations as India marks its 50th anniv ersary as an independent country. The talk will be held in the Page
Commons Room at 7:30 p.m. (AM)

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
W

This Saturday, October 25, Colby will participate in "Make A
Difference Day," a nationall y recognized holiday which celebrates
volunteerism. This celebration, according to SGA President Shannon
Baker, is a precursor to Colby Cares Day, which will take place in the
spring. Students will receive promotional flyers in their mailboxes this
week, which list individual ways students can participate in "Make A
Difference Day." Also, students will have the opportunity to donate
loose change to benefit the Maine Children's Home at Saturday's
football game. According to Baker, the purpose of "Make A Difference
Day" is "just to get people talking about how they can make a
difference in the community." (AM)

Indian Ambassador To Speak At
Colby
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Colby To Celebrate
"Make A Diff erence Day"
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Profe ssional Graduat e Programs

in Public Affairs

The following graduate programs in the School of PuWic Affairs
offer yw tha opportunity to learn new minagament and rewarch aWlte
and to prepare for careers In a wide variet y of government and
nongovernmental organization *, private or public research ,
policy analysis and advoc acy, and professional organizat ions:

Counterfeit money found in
Fairfield

Master of Public Policy
Master of Arts in Political Science
(Indudin gcomparativ epontics )

Master of Public Administration
Master of Science in Justice,Law & Society
Master of Science in Organization Development
Master of Science inPersonnel/Human Resource Management
Are you Interested?

Kennebec Count y jail escap e
plan thwarted

A representative of American University will visit the
Graduate School Fair on
Wednesday,October29t 1997,from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
At the Cotter Union, Page Commons Room
Coiby College - Waterville,Maine

State, county and federal police foiled an escape plan on Sunday,
October 12, in which inmates at the Kennebec County jail would have
obtained weapons and scaled an exercise yard wall. Jody Mead er, 22, of
Vienna,Maine;planned to throw a bag containing gloves and handguns
to his father , 48-year-old Kenneth Meader, and four other inmates,
according to court documents, The older Meader was to retrieve the bag
and climb the wall while the four other inmates "took out" the guard and
followed Meader to a nearby parked car for their use. Meader was
sentenced in 1996 to thirty-five years in prison on charges of possession
of a firearm by a felon, distribution of cocaineand use of a firearm during
a drug trafficking crime. Jody Meaderhas been charged with conspiring
to aid the convicts' escapes and to provide a felon with a weapon. If
convicted, he faces up to twenty-five years in prison.
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Due to a counterfeit twenty dollar bill that turned up Monday,
October 13, at Tom's Variety on the Oakland Road in Fairfield Center ,
local police have contacted the United States Securit y Service about
possible federa l charges. According to Fairfield patrol officer Kingston
Paul , the reverse side of the note had been printed upside down. "It was
shiny, crump led up and discolored ," he said . A 17-year-old boy from
Fairfield attempted to use the bill, and then crump led it up and threw
it in the wastebasket when the clerk said it looked fake, No formal
charges have yet been brou ght. According to Paul , the investigation
will now focus on where the bill came from and if there are more phony
bills out there .
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Compiled by Renee lMjeunesse from the October 12-18 Cent ral Maine
Newspapers oti 'line edition.

Features
Don't let depression
get you down
•Headaches or stomachaches
• Thou ghts of death or suiStaff Writer
cide
According to Thompson ,
In an effort to raise public anyone experiencing four or
awareness about the recognition more of these symptoms should
and treatment of mental illness, seek medical attention.
Statisticall y, depression is a
the American Psychiatri c Association designated October 5th - fairl y common illness: more
11th as Mental Awareness Week. than 11 million Americans sufAs part of the week' s activities , fer from depression each year.
more than 2,500 screening sites, Luckil y, between 80 and 90 per
cent of all
offering free
peop le with
depression
depression
tests, were set
More
th
a
n
11
million
can be treated
up across the
with
antidecountry. While
Americans suffer
many students f ro m depr ession each p r e s s a n t
medicine
at Colb y were
year.
and/or psybusy with the
chotherapy.
approach of Fall
It is imBreak , it is not
portant
to
too late to reflect on the Mental Illness seek help early , as many cases
Awareness Week message by be- of severe depression result in
coming familiar with some of suicide. According to Thompthe warning signs and treat- son, the incidence of suicide
ments for the most common among teens and young adults
mental illnesses.
trip led from 1952-1992. In 1990
According to Dr. Melanie Th- the Center for Disease Control
ompson , medical director at the conducted a survey over a one
Garrison-Foster Health Center , year period. Results showed
depression is the most common that 3.6 million young adults
form of mental illness treated at considered suicide , 2.1 million
Colb y. But what exactly qual i- devised a suicide plan , 1 milfies as depression? Depression lionmade a suicide attempt and
is often a confusing term because 274,000 required medical treatit can be used t o describe normal ment. Since these studies , all
emotional reactions to situations. the statistics have increased
People can go throug h periods of yearly. By seeking medical atex t rem e st ress or t remendous tention earl y and receiving
hard ship, and not be suffering treatment , trag ic incidents like
from depression : it is, in fac t, a these can be prevented.
Couns eling services and
medical illness, wi t h cert ain
symptoms t h at la st for periods of medical t reat ment a re available
to Colb y students at the Garritwo weeks or longer.
Warning signs of depression son-Fos ter Health Center. Students can schedule an appointinclude:
•A loss of interest in activi- ment to talk to a counselor or
t ies you enjoyed
doctor. In case of an emergency,
•A change in appe t it e, with a counselor will always be on
eit her significant weight loss or du ty at night or on the weekends and can be reached by callgain
•Feelin gs of fati gue or a low ing x 3402 or by going directl y to
energy level
the health center. In addition ,
•A chan ge in sleeping pa t- several suppor t gro up s headed
terns (including insomnia / wak- by counselors are available.
ing up much earlier than usual, Most impor t antly, all counselor oversleeping)
ing information and records are
• Persistent feelings of wor th- strict ly confident ial and cannot
lessness, hopelessness, or guilt be accessed by Health Services,
•Trouble concentrati ng, re- t he College, parents, or anyone
membering, or making deci- else without the st udent's wri tsions
t en consent d

BY BROOKE
FITZS1MMONS

Echo photo by Kristina Smith

Mike Corr '98 brings new computer design workshops to Colby

The Apple's Corr :

Student- led Mac workshops tak e off
BY MEGHANN FOYE
Staff Writer

Dissatisfied students take note:
you may be the pride of Colby. Although this may sound absurd, dissatisfied students are, in fact, crucial
to the constant process of change and
betterment that brings strength to
Colby. Students who are not content
with the current offerings available
may do everything possible to bring
to the school that which is missing—
even if it means starting it themselves.
Michael Corr '98 is the perfect
example: not completely happy with

the course offerings in Colby's curriculum,Corr tookaction. Corr,a computer science and art double major, is
extremely interested in computer
graphic design. He began trying out
computer graphicart as a freshman at
Colby and worked this summer as a
graphic artist. Corr said that because
he had felt "it would be nice if Colby
were to offer computer/art courses,"
and none were available,hebegan his
own computer design workshopsthis
fall.
Coir's workshops are held every
Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. Each week, a
new topic is covered. Previous topics
have included proper scanning tech-

niques, an introductory lesson on
Adobe Photoshop and desktop publishing.Futuretopics willaddress web
design, 3-D graphics, animation, and
font creation.The workshops are held
in either the Mudd or Olin computer
labs, depending on which lab facilities are necessary. Each week, Corr
posts flyers whichoutline that week's
topic.
Corr currently teaches the courses,
although says he "ultimately would
like anyone who has something to
teach to offer their input as well."
Corr adds that the workshops were
"extremely easy to begin, especially
See CORR on p age 5

Did you ever wonder?

Why this year 's directories don t have any ads?
You p icked up your new glossy student directory (finally ) and , flipping
through , noticed the local phone listings that used to appear at the back of
the book were missing—in addition to all the menus for delivery restaurants .
What if you need to call Clem's taxi ? Or WHOP ? Well, get yourself a Nynex
phonebook : StuAds, the division of Student Activities formerly responsible
for the convenience of local listings in your Colby directory, no longer exists.
According to Director of Student Activities Ben Jorgensen , StuAds were
canceled last spring. You'll also notice that those Stu Ad coupon packets
will not be cluttering up your campus boxes this year. Hopefully, many
students know WHOP' s number by heart; for those less experienced with
home delivery,just call security for the number! (Just kidding, better use
your Waterville Nynex book. Or check with your neighbor ,)
Why pay more and hassle with downtown traffic?
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Wanted: Datin g at Colby
BY MOLLY FRAZIER
Staff Writer

"Doesn't anybody date at your
school?" An innocent question, asked
of a Colby freshman. The response:
"Yeah,I guess."Three years later,that
same freshman is reconsidering her
response—andevidenceisleadingher
to believe that she may have been
wrong in assuming even slight affirmation.
When is the last time you've been
on a real date? High school, when the
guy in your math class—or if you're
male,you—finally got up the nerve to
ask someone out? Or was it here at
Colby—and we're not talking coffee
at the Spa or a $2 SGA movie. A
date: you and another well-intentioned person agreed to go off-campus (not to a party) and spend time
and/or money together. The consensus of Colby students is that if you
havebeen on datesatColby,theyhave
been relatively rare.
There are two forms of "romance"
at Colby—a fact that most people
agree upon—though they leave little
room for a happy medium. It is a
strange phenomenon, but we will all
recognize it: students are either "mar-

ried" or hooking up. An officer of the
Colby Woman's Group, Sarah
Ostermueller '98, explains that this
issue was discussed at the recent
Woman'sGroupmeetingintheMary
Low lounge. According to
Ostermueller, a group of about 20
expressed disappointmentthatColby
seems to lack a middle ground between the serious couple situations
and the casual/drunken "hook-ups."
As a whole, said Ostermueller, the
group believed that both women and
men contribute to this small campus
phenomenon.
ManyColby women areunder the
impression that Colby guys are to
blame for the no-dating problem. The
following conversation between two
young women was overheard in the
library one Sunday evening:
"Guys here are so self-absorbed;
if s like the "me" generation. They
won't take you out to dinner because
they can get the action for free."
And in response: "Guysthink if s
too big a deal to take you out and
spend money on you." We all know
the saying, 'why buy the cow when
you can get the milk for free?' Colby's
underground motto,perhaps?
It would be unfair, however, to
make such a generalization. Tim

Echo photo by Kristina Smith

Apparently love at Colby is not completel y lost.
McGee 'OOsaid, "Sometimesits weird
to set up a date because at such a small
college you always see the person a
few times before the date, and it is
inevitably awkward—at least until
after the date."
As Dave Bernstein '98 says with a
laugh, "I've got crushes on a lot of girls

Grad school in 4 easy steps

also has university coursebooks
on microfiche if you're not afraid
Features Editor
of the basement in the dark.
Step two: You remember
Listen up, seniors: it's time those college fairs from hig h
to stop putting it off. The real school — lots of crazed kids
world is fast approaching and fi ghting each other for college
while many seek a place in the viewbooks. Next Wednesday ,
job market , many also consider October 29 , the Cotter Union
graduate school. Time is run- takes the old college fair to the
ning out , however, and if you next level: more than 70 unistill have a few unanswered versities will attend the grad
questions — what you want to school f a i r , and t h e y 've
do , for instance, or w he re y o u broug ht their viewbooks.
Step three: You ve made
want to go — it may be wise to
do a little research.
some decisions, now take some
Step one: make an appoint- action. Students intending on
ment with a counselor in the app lying to grad school for
O f f i c e of C a r e e r Services. next fall should have alread y
C h anc e s are , b o t h couns elor s taken , or a t l eas t b e pr epar i ng
are booked for a few weeks, so for , the appropriate entrance
in the meantime, c heck ou t t he exams. Now is also the time to
gra d school books in the Ca- seek out references from proreer Services library . These can f essors , emp loyers an d other
hel p you narr ow your search peop le who have some goo d
an d determine the most sen- things to say about you. The
sible options. Miller library Office of Career Services can

BY ALYSSA GIACOBBE

keep these letters in your reference file and will send them
to grad schools as you app ly.
Step four: You 're read y to
take a look at those app lications.
The future may not be as
scary as you think, but it needs
to be approached in a calm ,
rational and organized mann er. Don 't be afraid to ask
questions , of professors , pare n t s , Career Services or
friends. But make the decision
y o u r s e l f : don 't let p a r e nt s
pressure you into grad school
if you 're not read y and don 't
let friends pressure you into a
year working at a ski resort in
Colorado if you 're not read y
for that either. Above all , if
you do opt for continuing education , resist the temptation to
t ra d e t he app lication money
for a ticket to a Greek island —
or at leas t make sure your
ticket is round-trip.?

CORR, continued from page 4
with help from Information Technol- any interest at all in computer design has ever done anything in this area
ogy Services (ITS) ." So far the work- an d no prior knowledge is necessary. here at Colby," said Corr. "If there is
shops havebeen very successful,with
Corr isworking on a senior scholar enough interest,maybe a Jan Plan or a
usually 20 or more students and fac- project on three-dimensional anima- new course will be implemented."
ulty members in attendance. These tion and would like to see the com- Apparently, if you want something
courses are open for everyone with puter workshops continue. "No one done,youof tenhavetodoityourselfO
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Come watch the Patriots battle the Packers on a big, big, big screen TV. There will
be food specials as well.

Thursda y October 30: $pa W a uowsen P ar t y

Buba Toba will headline this festive party which also includes Halloween food
specials and prizes for the best costumes. Get dressed up and ready to dance!

Come to the Spa to be dazzled and amazed by the mysteries of the unknown . There
will be palm readers , tarot card readers , and a roving magician to amuse and bewilder , with food specials as well. So come by and find out what your future holds.

takemeto Portland for the weekend."
Another classmate added that she
was going on a date that night. Ironically, this reporter had just been on a
date when asked to write this article.
Hope for the existence and possible
resurgence of the Colby dating scene?
Apparently, if s all up to you.Q

Boston University
Boston , Massachusetts
Boston University agreed last week to pay a settlement of more than
$700,000 in response to charges of violating federal environment laws.
According to the Ch ronicle of Hig her Ed ucation ,the charges were drawn
from a series of environmental mishaps, including a 1996 oil spill in the
Charles River. The case against BU alleged that an underground
storage tank at the university leaked into the river. In addition, said the
Chronicle, "federal inspectors found that the storage of chemicals at the
medical school did not comply with regulations." The settlement is
believed to be the largest ever by a college for violations of environmental law, according to the Chronicle. (AG)
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Boston, Massachusetts
Continuing our coverage of Boston-area schools, M.I.T. has implemen t ed a new alcoh ol policy following the recent death of Phi Gamma
Delta pledge Scott Kruger. The new policy, which will be in effect by
July 1, 2000, will prevent fraternity members from drinking on fraternity chapter property, regar dlessof age,accord ing t o t he Trinity Tripod .
Accord ing t o the Tripod, how ever, the decision to make the M.I.T.
Greek system a d ry one came in September, nearly a month before
Kruger 's death. Boston police are currently investigating the death and
could press criminal charges. (AG )

Recycle
Recycle
Recycle
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Monda y, October Vt\Patriots Monday Night Football Party

Friday, October II: Pagan's House of Wax

but my friends never seem to know
them." Come on, now Dave: lef s
show a little initiative here.
Rest assured,there are incidents of
dating at Colby that extend beyond a
jaunt to the Spa. "I have been on seven
dates while being at Colby," said one
junior woman. "One guy wanted to
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Central Maine 's F inest

Exit 30B off 1-95
5 miles West on rth. ^BjBjBJ
\\|
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jMBL.
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Bachelder 's Tavern

Fine Dining & Lodging in an Elegant Country Setting

International Cuisine &
Extensive Wine List

Menu Features:
Beef • Chicken • Lamb • Seafood
• Vegetarian • Game Entrees
1808 Bed & Breakfas t Furnished
in Antiques ~ Private Baths

Fall Dining Hours: Wccl-Sun 5PM-9PM
Bacheij ier's Welcomes Privateor
BusinessFunctionsFor Lunchor Dinner

For Direct ions , Informa tion or
Reserva tions Call: 268-2572

Locate d on Rt. 126 Litchfield , ME
(6 Miles West of Exit 28, 1-95)

Attire: Ca sua l to Forma l

Arts& Entertainment

Uncle Vanya still applies to toda y's public
'99, retiresto the estate with his young
wife Yelena, played by Mackenzie
Staff Writer ,
Dawson '99. Also Jiving in the house
are the professor's daughter, motherr
PerformancesofAntonChekhov's in-law,andbrother-in-law,allofwhom
play Uncle Vanya begin this Thursday are remnantsfrom the professor's first
in theCellarTheater. Powderand Wig marriage. Though the professor owns
is staging Vanya simultaneously with the house,heisnot the main character.
,UndeVanya,serves
'sWho'sAfraidofVirginia r^bromer-m-kw
EdwaifuAiJoee
Woolf?; the twoplays willtrade nights, as a catalyst for most of the conflict in
Thursdaythrough Saturday, both this the play. Unsatisfied with the life he
feels he has wasted,
Unde Vanya
weekendand next.
,
Uncle Vanya focuseson the lives of (playedby DermisD Angelo/99)plants
several men and women living in a seeds of dissension in the others. This
country estate in nmeteenth-century senseof wastefulness-that the characRussia,but, director AnnieKuniholm ters have squandered their lives on
'98emphasizes, "the play is writtento earmyandundeseningpursuifs-serves
rnakeitrelevanttomodemaudiences/'asoneofthemainthemes of the play.
Uncle Vanya, along with Three
Kuniholm and her cast are working
from an adaptation of Vanya scripted Sisters,is considered by many a tesby Pulitzer prize-winningplaywright tament to Chekhov's genius as a
David Mamet (.Glengarry Glen Ross; dramatist. "It is a very important
Sbrufl/PeraersifyinGiicfl^whichlends play,"Kuniholmpoints out,"which
should be admired for its remarktheplay familiarity and directness.
TheeneiTgythatdrivesfheplayalong able foresight. The fact that its
isderivedfrom thetense,complexrela- themes are still relevant today
tionshipsbetween its characters. The proves this." This prophetic vision
playbeginswith a move:a former col- manifests itself in Chekhov's attenlege professor, played by Ben Grasso tion to environmental conservation,

BY JACK COOMBER

Echo photo by Krishna Smith
Cast of Uncle Vanya prepares for their Thursday night opening.
which he skillfully ties in to the text. lessly.Andsoon.i.feeU^purityvfidel-7:30 p.m., on Saturday the 25th and
Friday the 31st. This is a great opAt one point, Yelena tells Uncle ity,self-sacrifice. It willbe gone.../'
Performancesof Uride Vanyabegin portunity to see a great interpretaVanya, 'You cut down woodlands
youcannotreplaceand soonthey'll be this Thursday,the 23rd, at 7:30 p.m. tion of some of thefinest drama ever
,also at to grace Mayflower HilLQ
gone. And you cut mendown.- Mind- Thereareadditionalshowings

Virginia Woolf ' delivers raw emotion

Director MicheleMachalani '99, Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf "is an existential show, yet it deals with real, raw
Staff Writer
emotionsthat our cultureteachesus to repress."
, Machalani, whose prior directing experience indudes
This Friday, in the basement of Runnals, is the AssistantDiredmgofMt^,andNoOntisJmmMne,aoneact
first weekof
opening of Edward Albee's Who's Afraid of Virg inia shedirectedlast M,hasbeenworkingsincethe
semester
with
four
talented
student
actors
are the
titie
who
Woolf Theiplaywhich is running inrepwithCheldiLOv's
Uncle Vanya,wiU also ruhonCttober
30and November1. stan^ofmeplay. D^y Clark^adoublenmjor inperforming arts and English,and PaulCoffey '98, a theatermajor,
VnginhVWfisa.mo<tenwm^
star as the older couple of the play, whosemutual verbal
Thestrengthof tresrKM^liesinitssin^
lk^
slaughter of evolving marriage, and failed dreams,
castofoiuyfbur,andonesetW^^
carry the plot of the piece. NateJue '99,a biology major
threearishow,ismewayihibTizesti^
who
spent this past summer doing theater in Falmouth,
m orefkticnalevening,whkhisalsoc^
and newcomer, Liz Frankel '01, star as the younger
of theaudience,whowin^liI<epriviI^
couple who has been unwittingly lured into the others'
truedramaunfold
The essentialthemesof Virginia Woolf are multifold and home for a night which will trap them into confronting
complex. The play has beena target of controversy and some of their own issues, as they witness and particicriticismsinceit was first performed in 1962. Whetherone pate in the cruel games being played around them.
Everyone who has been involved with the show is
Echo photo by Krtstina Smith lovesit or hatesit,it is withouta doubt a splendidexample
looking
forward to its opening and encouragesstudentsto
of
sodetal
criticism;
with
its
narrow
focus
on
two
married
Paul Coffee '98, Liz Frankel '01 , Nate Jue '99, and Betsy
couples, VirginiaJV<#//marages
toraisequestioitsaboutour come out and see a play which is considered one of the
Clark '98 star in "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?"
human values and relationships.According to Student classicsof modern AmericantheaterO

BY JENNY FELDMAN
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BYDAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor

IN THE BLUE LIGHT

\

Over the past couple of years, Skavoovie and the Epitoneshave
become a staple around the Boston Ska scene. They formed four and
a half years ago while all of the members werestill in high school,and
havebeenfeatured onnumerouscompilations aswell as on their own
two albums ("Fat Footin"' and "Ripe"). I ran into the band, who will
be playing here tomorrow night for Skalloween,at theNew England
Ska Festivalback in August, where they gave me a tour of their tour
bus as well as a glimpse into the life of a touring ska band.
I climbed the steps to Skavoovie's converted school bus fitted
with comfy old couches to discover it filled to the brim with halfnaked band members, changing into their suits before the show.
Once dothes had been put on and everyone had settled down, I
chatted with John and Rob from the band about their summer tour,
the new album and the Hanson Brothers, with only a couple of
interruptions from the video game version of "Wheel of Fortune"
which was hidden under the cushion of One of many couches.

ECHO: So, tell me... what is an now,wMchispretryexdtmgandstuffs
SKAVOOVIE:Ilovedthat.When
Epitone?
happening.
they show him suiting up, if s like...
SKAVOO\0EThewordcamefiDm
ECHO: Is meresomething about there's his head... there's his butt...
cciroaiersaxpkyer,Bervwenactualfy,
he skathatdc)essomethingforyou?Isaw there's his crotch... there are his
was the first, soI'm really the othersax you last weekat t.t/s (tt the bear's) breastS;.^tmanisasexiial icoiLWhat
player.
andyougetthecrowdintoit...theyfre a package.
'
'
EfflQButhe'snothere.... .
skankmgmewholetime.Istihatpartof
ECHO:So, do you do any other
SKAVOOVIE:He's not here rigjtf what keepsit goingfor you?
songs for covers?
now, so hefe the cither sax player...He
SKAVOOVIE: Definitely.
SKAVOOVIE: "Old Man of the
usedtoreadthewcadepftome...
Whenhe
ECHO: Who's call was it to do Mountain"is prettypopular. Thafsa
wouMreaditcaiapage,
hewouldreadit Batman?
Cab Calloway tune.Actually,we had do a Bar Mitzvah. We've played one
SKAVOOVIE:(laughs)Well,our
,
epirtDam,asakindcrfwoid
SKAVOOVIE: Eugene our key- are4uestforfnattonigjit ,spweshould wedding. We don't do it for money, roadie slot is perpetually rotating.So,
play,apunon
board player.
therhisprrjnim^
play it. Wedid meX-Filesmemesong wedoitfor friends.Somekidcameup he was our roadie for this summer.
ECHChloDuMscjrtof
We:heaundalso, conodent^...dcesn't
seethegleamin a whileback.
to meand said "whafsthedeal,man? UsuaUyonestunrner'senougjhformost
^
his eye.Especially goingfrom the movie
^asaprEfixmeanfi^
ECHO: Yeah, but I think you I hear you guys only do shows for a people
themeto the'69version
ECHOrltcantoday.
thousanddollarsnow...So,if Iwereto
ECHO:Do theyget the shit seatin
should do "Mmm Bop."
SKAVCKDVIE: WeD, if it does,that
SKAVOOVIE:(laughs)
SKAVOOVIE: (laughs) As funny get a party together withlike twenty here?
wouldbe a nicecbinridence.Our first
SKAVOOVIEdSfo,we'repretryntttich
marager^DanLannaga^hewaswimthe
a democracyin here.No one's the king.
,herhough tthatwecalled
bandforayear
ExosptAns.
ourselvesThe Epitones because wehad
ECMOBacktotheBarMtzvahthing,
five horns.But,nope,it just soundedfun.
doyoudoany Klezmer?
Wacky high schoolname. ,
SKAVOOVIE: Not by name.
ECHO: And you've been together
Klezmeris goodstuff.Definitely.
sirK»high school?
ECHO: With all the traveling,you
SKAVOOVIE:Yep,four and a half
haveafanbase/Iassume?
If
yearsnow.Really comingup on five In
Sj^yOpVIE: s prettymuchlike
DeoanberitTlbefrveyears.
meskafanb^Therearesomepeopieout
ECHQSo,rig^teiDundthetirnewhen
therewhoI think really loveus,but ifs
mendsare getting married and stuff like
mairirypeop
fewhojustgose^
¦
¦
mat?
ska. . ..
SKAVOOVIE:Our roadie's getting
ECHO: Once in awhile there's mat
caietoti^tfollowstliebardarcwndDo
niarriedWe're playing at his wedding
en^
?^havethat
.
nextsummer.He^oriry
t^^
In^
SI^VOOVEE: Etoridawe have
, too;
dating me samegirlfor sevenyears
scraiepeoplewhowifldriveeig^hoursto
Buttheyhavekindofafunnyrelationship.
see usjfsprettynuts. Eveiytimewe've
My dad wasonly nineteenwhenhemargetontour,
riedmymom.. asophomoreatHarvard.
pkyed,asdepressedasIoDuM
ECHQStill together?
everytime we played there (Albuquerque) it was greatto see that tihecrowds
SKAVOOVKYeaHpeoplegptmarwereincreasing.It alwaysliftedmyspirriedprettyyoung.
¦
ECHQSo,youforrnedfouryearsago,
prettystrangekid
• ' '
Photo courtesy of Moon Ska NCY its...Dan (Neery)wasa
Skavoovie
and
the
Epitones
will
perform
tomorrow
night
at
Skalloween.
,
in ragh school huh?
almc6t"five
,dMyoulaiowitwasgpingto
as that is,we've done "Mmm Bop." people there, would a thousand dolECHO:He was.He had longerhair
beska?
ECHO:Thafsnotonthe album.
ECHO: You should also do 'Te- larsbe a good price?" We'd do it for a too.
SKAVOOVIE-Ifs on "Fat Footin,"
SKAVOOVIE: More when we
SKAVOOVTEMuchbngerhair?
started,thebandwantedtobeatra&
butwerealrywishwehadamciemodemquila."
thousand bucks. Concerning Bar
SKAVOOVIE: We've played Mitzvahs,wehaveatopsecretversion
ECHQMuchlongerhair.mfad^when
ska bandIf youlistento our realtycarry day recordingbecause if s changed so
,Idkm'tevenrecognize
"Mmm Bop" and "Tequila." of a Jewish hymn. Oh yeah, we did Isawliimat'BCN
stuff,and even,someof it comesthrough mucr^itsc«ndssomuchbetter.
ECHQI'vegotacopyof
'sr'
on "FatFootin,"thatweweremoretrying
youdoingit SpringhuTs (Springhill Jack) here... Visham Ru. [But]... ifs bad luck to rdnxHesaid,"youwenttoStSebaslian
andmoretrying on 'WveGotYouCovered.
ourselves
talk to them. When we were just on talk about new tunes (knocks fist on Ulv yeah.
tor^yksslike
"
SKAVOOVIE And youwerelike,
SKAVOOVIEThafsthe samever- The Moonstomp Two Tour,as a joke, arm rest).
toshapecwrselves
liketheSkatalites.
h
sion as on "Fat Fdotin." We're not too becausewe would alwaysget pissed
ECHO:So,you'vehad toknockon 'TJtanNeeryr'See^egetthatatotthoug
EOTQ:So,pre-twotone?
I
have
the
feeling
mat
he
looked
very
off
when
we
would
go
into
stores
and
,
SKAVCKDVIE-Pre two-tonedefi- happyabout that versionof Batman. I
wood,then?
see "HANSON, THE FUTURE OF
nitery.Tratwasourrj rstinfliience,WeaIl
don'tthinkwe^
SKAVOOVIE: (laughs) I had to differentmWgh school
ECHQWhafs it gonnabe Bkewith
MUSIC," we'd be like ugh. So, The knockon wood...ifs bad luck to talk
listenedto,AiraespeciaIly,
Madr^,The wedoitlrvelminkifsjustalivesong.
Specials and Ben Jaffee.That wasa big
ECHO: Ifs becauseyou have the Moonstomp Two theme song was a aboutnewtunes.Italwayshappensto rumlivingin NewYork?
SKAVOOVrm'mtheretoaWeboth
take-offon "MmmBop."It was(sings) me... I'm like, I have this great new
"Arnold"introductionthere.
influer^mternisrfgetringintoska.Itwas
the only ska we knew... Skatalites,
SKAVOOVIE: (in an Arnold ac- Moonstomp,Mmmbop,Moonstomp. tune idea, then it dies because I tell go to NYU. Yeah, you walk around
Desmond Deckerand stuff and that was cent) "I was in a terrible movie this 'Tequilla,"whatdidwefirstlearnthat someoneabout it. O.K., I'm sorry, ifs and peopleare like, smoke? Smoke?
summer." Why was it that Batman for? A weddingin Maine.
not Visham Ru, ifs the Shema, a ska Smoke?
cwrrealfrrstinflueno2^dthatwaswhat
,
ECHO:ThafsgreatbecauseI was versionof it.
ECHO: Do you see that kind of
we wanted to try and do. To be a and RobinbothhadBat-nipples,while
a
b
ou
t
t
o
ask
you
if
you
guys
d
o
Bar
stuff
a lot on tour?
traditionalband.And as if s goneon, Batgirididn't?
ECHO:Backtoyourroadie'swedSKAVOOVIE:Notas muchas in
ECHO: And they spent a lot of Mitzvahs.
we'vejust kind of diversified and are
ding... doesthatmeanhe hasto work
See SKAVOOVIE on page 16
SKAVOOVIE: Wewouldloveto that day?
kind of growing into our own sound t
ime on crotchshots... .
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"Spenser " creator
launc hes new serie s
BY GINADIBBJLLA
StaffWriter
Colby graduateRoberts. Parkerhas just released'Night Passage,
a new crime novelthat commences a series featuring Jesse Stone, a
35-year-old detective in the process of resettling after losing his job
with the LAPD and his marriage to his wife. These novels will be
written in addition to Parker's well-known, best sMingSpenserse^
ries, the basis of the ABC-TVseries Spenser: For Hire: Parkeris the
author of thirty novels in the crime fiction genreand consequently
has earned himself a devoted following. This new series reinforces
his status as one of America's leadingauthors of series crime fiction.
Jesse Stone was a homicide detective with the LAPP until recently;when he was
fired because his
drinking began to interferemoreand more
with his work. His
drinking also interfered with his marriage and led to an
eventual divorceeven
though the two still
have unresolved feelings for each other.
Now, he's trying to
moveon by relocating
to the East Coast and
becoming the police
chief of small town
Paradise, Massachusetts.Unbeknownstto
him,Hasty Hathaway
and Lou Burke,
Paradise's town leaders, hired Srohe because they believed
Photo courtesy of Putnam dooks
his drinkingproblems
would prevent him Colb GrQduate Robert S.Parker
from finding out the
truth about ^ the illegal and irnmoraractivities pervading the community.Mob ties, a private militia, and multiple random killings
become too muchtohide from Stone though,and he sets out to confirm his suspicions. In the meantime, calls from his ex wife remind
him of his own personal dilemmas. At first, drinking is^ Ms remedy
for problems on the job and at home, but it soon becomes an obstacle he avoids in order to solve the town's,problems and those
prominent in his private life.
This may not be the most well-wnttenbook, with lots, of generic
metaphors and unnecessary flashbacks, and some of the ideas may
be rather ridiculous, but it definitely succeeds in being suspenseful
and intriguing. The chapters are short and each is told from a separate point of view. This keeps the reader 's interest by offering the
perspective of different characters, as well as revealinginformation'
about the crimes bit by bit. There is a lot of investigation into the
character's motives for their actions which canbe somewhat annoying but can also provide a little more interest. There is a definite
theme centering around Jesse's solitude that gets old quickly.Parker
may overstep his bounds; sometimes when it comes to psychological insights. In this case, they don't always fit well with the crime
aspects of the story because they are somewhat random and even
far-fetched . Parker does a nice job of keeping up interest though,
and ifs a good book, albeit a rather simplistic one.Q
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A cappela grou ps sing at
benefit for Maine homeless
BY JACQUELINE
JOHNSON
Staff Writer
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m which the main lead was sung
was extremely high, but Yun sang
well and maintained that key
throughout thesongwithoutacrack
in her voice.
The second song performed by
the Colbyettes was "Missing," with
Conklin and Doucette singing lead.
The final song of the Colbyettes really took the audience by surprise:
Matchbox 20's "Push" with Hilary
Smyth singing lead. It was somewhat shocking considering the lyrics have a rather negative connotation directed toward the female gender. In any case, the audience loved
it, and the song was followed by
whistling, screamingand applause
from the crowd.
The final group to perform was
the Colby 8 (Tom Donahue '00, Ben
Stockwell'98,AlexHoward '98,Eric
Adams '98, Jeremy Donovan '00,
Cameron Frothingham '98, Andy
King '99, Spencer Velott '99, Ben
Mackay '00, Reed Bundy '01, and
Stan O'Laughlin '01). "MOon Indigo" with Frothingham singing
lead was their first song.
The second song performed
by the Colby 8 was "Salisbury
Hill" with Adams singing lead.

All four of Colby's a capella
groups—the Megalomaniacs, the
Bluelights, the Colbyettes, and the
Colby 8,performed on Thursday in
the Page Commons Room in an effort to raise money for the MidMaine Homeless Shelter in
Waterville.Raffle ricketsand baked
goods were sold throughout the
show with all proceeds going towards the shelter.
The Page Commons Room was
set up with chairs and tables giving
it a theatrical aura which was perpetuated by the acting done by several of the a capella groups during
their performances. The first group
to perform was the Megalomaniacs
(Kris Hammel '98, Nate Jue '99,
Corley Hughes '98, Jen Stephens
'98 , Emily Taxson '98, Annie
Kuniholm '98, Sarah Goodrich '01,
Nate Boland '01, Mike Bates '01,
Michelle Farrell '01, Ben Listen '99,
Julie Williams '98,AshleySmith '00,
and Josh Scharback'98).
The first song the Megalomaniacs performed was 'Hey,
Hey7 with Jue, Listen, and
Bates singing the lead verses.
The performance got off to a
slow start; towards the beginningof the first song, the
group sang somewhat low
and hearing was difficult.
This was probably the cause
for the crowd's applause
about two verses before the
song was actually over.Nevertheless, the Megalomaniacs quickly overcame their
jitters and the last two songs
they performed ("Galileo"
with Kuniholm and
Stephens singing lead, and
"Come on Eileen," with
Smith singing lead) were full
of energy and enthusiasm.
One cannot possibly forget to mention the funny,
and just plain wild performance given by Smith while
singing 'Come on Eileen.'
Photo by Kristina Smith
Not only did she do a good
job singing, but she danced The Colbyettes performed for the homel ess last Thursday
and shimmied throughout
the entire song. She was definitel y as far as clapping, and there was a There was a lot of bouncing to
not afraid to show the audience how large round , of applause at the con- the rhythm by Adams,and a good
clusion of the last song as well.
to have a good time.
performance indeed. Their final
The
third
group
to
perform
was
Speaking of a good time,the next
song Was "Centerfold" with
group to perform was the Bluelights the Colbyettes 0esse Rice '98,Chera Frothingham singing lead. This
(Jared Fine '98,Andy Smith '98,Dave Rogers '98, Kate Conklin '98, An- was a great song to end their
Goldman '98, Matt Strobl '98, Jon drea Doucette '98, Alyssa Hughes performance with. There was a
Bolton '98, Dennis D' Angelo '99, '98, Laurel Coppock '99, Hilary lot of audience participation and
Chris Davis '99, tielman Van Vleck Smyth '00, Laurel Genetti '00, the group sang loud, made jokes ,
'99, Chris Ireland '00, Mike Farrell Brenda Yun '00, Becky Schechter and just had a ball. The highlight
'00, Jon Allen '00, Doug Kent '01 '01,andJaniceGreenwald '01).Their of the final song took place toand Scott Friedman '01). "I Don't first song was "Dreams" with Yun wards the last verse. During the
Wanna Go on With You Like That" singinglead.TheColbyettes deserve Na, Na... Na , Na , Na , Na interwith Fine singing lead, was the f irst a huge round of applau se for their lude section of the song; the
song t hey per f ormed an d Fine performance of this song. The key Colby 8 slipped in a little bit of
Hanson 's 'Mmm Bop'. They had
the audience rolling with laughter and it was an excellent perWith this coupon & your Colby ID
j formance.
was a night of great musi c
Paul Mitchell, Biolage, Framesi, Icon , Abba,36Sebastian. I andItfun.
It was nice to see all of
St.
Temple
the groups perform a t the same
f^aw
•
J event for such a , worthy cause.
c: :
All students are reminded about
2
2
the volunteer training that will
be
held Monday in Lovejoy.
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seemed to be thoroughljrenjoying
himself whiletrying to sing over the
loud screams of the ladies in the
audience. It was a great song to
warm up the crowd and was concluded by a roar of applause from
the audience. Just before their second song, Bluelighf member Andy
Smith announced that all proceeds
from the sales of their CD would be
contributed by the Bluelights to the
homeless shelter.
Their second song was "Corner
of the Sky" with Andy Smith singing lead, during which Smith got
down on his knees, and assumed
other dramatic positions,whileperforming. The Bluelights seem to
know how to reach out and get the
crowd involved through dramatics.
Their final song was no exception.
"Kiss Him Good-bye,"with Fine
and Strobl singing lead, was full of
dramatics as well. Several of the
guys pretended to attempt to kiss
one another in order to act out the
words. One funny character in particular,Mike Farrell, came out onto
the center of the stage and really got
into the spirit of acting during their
final song. It was hilarious. There
was a lot of audience participation
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The Gradu ate returns for 30th ann iversar y
BY BILL GIENAPP
Contributing Writer

When The Graduate was first released in 1967, it was h era lded as a
quintessential 60's film,a movie that
spoke to its generation. It not only
touched the ubiquitous theme of
rebellion but, more importantly, it
dealt with the idea of America's
youth rejecting their parent's values and the notion of how life is
supposed to be. Now, thirty years
lat er, the movie is being re-released
as an anniversary edition. Does the
film still resonate for today's generation? Probably not, or at least not
in the same way, but that does not
make The Graduate any less entertaining or any less enjoyable.
The film's protagonist is allAmerican college grad Benjamin
Braddock (Dustin Hoffman), who
has excelled at everything in college
but fails to see the point of it all. At
a party thrown by his parents, Ben
finds himself pondering his future
when he isapproached by the predatory Mrs.Robinson (AnneBancroft),
who asks for a ride home; Ben does
so indifferently/just to find himself
seduced by her and drawn into an
affair with a woman who is nearly
twice his age. Since Mrs. Robinson's
husband is the business partner of
Ben's father, the effects of the liaison would be devastating if discovered; The final twist comes, when

Ben finds himself in love with the
Robinsons' daug hter, Elaine
(Katharine Ross), and pursues her
despite the threats of Mrs.Robinson
and the possibility of exposing the
affair.
It was a gutsy move by the filmmakers to cast Dustin Hoffman in
the pivotal role of Ben. A relative
unknown at the time,Hoffman (who
would receive the first of six Academy Award nominations with this
performance) was essentially the
complete opposite of the novel's
Benjamin Braddock, who was described as being 6 feet tall, blond haired, and blue-eyed. Still, it is
Hoffman 's performance that carries
the picture; He looks good in the
role because he is plain looking, as
opposed to having typical movie
star looks, and his ability to appear
awkward and nervous produces the
film's best comedy. His scenes with
Mrs. Robinson, in which she is all
cool authority and he bumbles
around like a scared rabbit,are quite
funny and are a prime example of
how good comedy can simply be
generated through talented actors'
interactions. Anne Bancroft is very
solid as MrSi Robinson. She has a
strong presence on screen and she
strikes up a good chemistry with
Hoffman. Without a doubt, she is
the epitome of the rapacious older
woman searching for a young man
to be her pray.
The Graduate is probably such

Dustin Hoffman in "The Graduate "
a popular film because it works as a The Graduate will always serve as a
comedy,it works as a drama, and it reminder of his ability. The screen:
works as a social commentary. Di- play, by Buck Henry and Calder
rector Mike Nichols (whose film Willingham, is a true gem. It is a
credits include Catch-22, Silkwood, piece of writing that is never ponWorking Girl, Wolf, The Birdcage,and derous and always seems light in
the upcoming Primary Colors) has tone, even during the dramatic
always been a master at crafting scenes.
comedies with deep purpose, and
Even though The Graduate is not
The Graduate was the first indicator beingre-released with the kind of fan
of that talent. Though some of fare that Star Wars had,it is still niceto
Nichols' more recent creative seeit beingrememberedtoday;With a
projects have not held up very well, different castand anotherdirector,the

Matchmaker 's romance is stale
BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
Staff Writer

As unlikely as it may seem,
Janeane Garofalo has seen her
share of romantic comedy roles,
starring opposite Uma Thurman
in The Truth about Cats and Dogs
and opposite Mira Sorvino and
Lisa Kudrow in Romy and
Michele's High School Reunion. In
her most recent film, The Matchmaker, Garofalo once again portrays the romantic "anti-hero,"
this time as a career-driven political
consultant sent on a mission to discover her senator's Irish ancestral
roots as a campaign stunt. Garofalo
has played this role before,indeed it
sometimes feels as though this role
is the only one sheplays,though she
does it well. The Matchmaker is not
the rebel romantic comedy the
trailers have attempted to portray, but it does succeed as atypical romantic comed y, com plete
with some very funny moments
whi ch emerge ou t of a genera lly
typical script. The Ma tchmaker
does not break new ground, but
it does its job well enough, and
Garofalo delivers an adequate
performance in a role she knows
well.

Originating the plan to find the
senator's roots is campaign manager Nick Ward, played by Denis
Leary. Leary delivers a believable
portrayal of a scumbagpolitical consultant whose only concern in life is
to get his senator re-elected. Some
of the more serious moments in the
movie deal with Leary's conspicuous lack of sensitivity. At one point
he suggests the senator attend a funeral simply because it will look
good on tape. The senator, John
McGlory, played by Jay O. Sanders,
conveys a sense of utter incompetence in the face of even the easiest
questions. McGlory, mired in scandals and failures, comes across as
both well-meaning and clueless,
with very little to do with his own
affairs.
The Irish cast offers morein terms
of originality and entertainment,
although at times the Irish stereotypes become tiresome and even
somewhat offensive. The film cre-^
ates a very "quaint " picture that
satisfies the needs of a romantic comedy but comes up short of portraying anything very believable.
Amongst the Irish cast is a local
bartender named Sean (David
O'Hara), a wise-cracking former
journalist who is immediately attracted tb Garofalo. O'Hara and

pj ESc^ Niq-rr

Garofalo have a good on-screen
chemistry, although some of their
dialogue does not do enough to explain what aspects of each they find
so attractive. The obvious elements
of their relationship, like having
superficially opposite personalities
and internally similar ones never
really gets a good deal of exploring,
largely because of the number of
sub-plots.
One of these sub-plots is the
matchmaking festival occurring in
the small village that Garofalo visits
in her quest tb discover the senator's
roots. The festival serves to underscore the romantic relationships
being developed, as well as facilitate a number of the funnier moments in the movie. The casting of
Garofalo as an unwilling participant who gradually lets her resistance fade is a tired element in the
movie, both because it's an old gag
and because the script does nothing
new or interesting with the changing character.
TheMatchmaker has its moments,
and is an adequate romantic comedy. Donot expect to seemuch that's
new or stimulating though, as the
general plot has happened a number of times before, and the specific
characters all feel as though they've
been lifted from other films.Q
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Photo courtesy of Strand Releasing
film would probably still have been
successful but it would not have had
nearly the lasting appeal. It may not
,
resoratemewayitchathirtyyearsago
but the film still holds allure to young
adults today. Many films are wildly
popular when they are released,but
within a certain number of years
they are long forgotten. The mark of
a truly great motion picture is one
that can be watched decades later
and stillbe appreciated.The Graduate is one of these films.Q
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Pe quod readin g warm s up coffeehous e crowd
BY JENNY FELDMAN
Staff Writer

Once again, Colby 's talent
showed off ,this time for a considerably smaller audience than last, at
the Pequod reading on Thursday
evening in the Mary Low Coffeehouse.
Laurel Johnson '99 gave the first
reading, sharing a piece of understated fiction entitled "85 Miles to
Florence." The charm behind
Johnson's reading was her nervous
monotone, which allowed the narrator to disappear into her work
and the story to cast its full spell. "85
Miles to Florence," told from the
point of view of a man, is a philosophical piece about the nature of a
man's love, his painful love for his
father and his overwhelming love
for a woman named Shelley.
The entire story unfolds while
the man. and Shelley are driving to
Florence, where they are going to
visit his father, whom he has not
seen for seven years, in prison.
Johnson presents some especially
sensual writingthrough the vision
of her protagonist, an "impossibl y
colorful flower," "a boundless passion"in Shelley's dark eyes,and the
way that she "laughed in the dark
when I touched her face."
But the climax of the story comes
when they nearly hit three pronghorned antelope on the road, a rare
sight in the desert they are driving

through and, the listener feels, a
sort of natural but mystical sign. At
this point, Shelley throws up and
confesses that she is pregnant.
Johnson cleverly movesbeyond this
clearly important revelation, penetrating the childhood memories
that this news evokes in the man's
head. We learn that his mother used
to have breakdowns in the supermarket, perhaps a hint of Johnson's
true feminine legacy in her piece,
which employs a male narrator but
deals with some distinctly female
issues.
And like much of the work produced by Colby students, Johnson
deals finally with the themeof growing up in her story; she touches on
rites of passage such as alienation
from one's parents and drug use.
However, one lineis repeated twice
by the author,and that is, "Family is
an important thing." Thus Johnson
treats human love,and the idea that
we must love our families—that we
cannot help but love our families—
no matter who they are.
At the end of the piece, as the
man exits at Florence, having come
85 miles of physical and psychological highway> we have a sense
that he will be alright, that his relationship with Shelley and his ability
to love will save him from the most
tormenting aspects of life.
Following Johnson, Christina
Scannapiego '99tookafew moments
to describe her prints, which were
displayed on the coffeehouse walls.

Echop hoto by Montine Bowen
Christina Scannapiego '99 , Laurel Johnson '99 , and Erika Blauch '99 at Thursday 's reading
The prints are carved out of lino- writing as an "improvement pro- between her father 's family, who
leum, and Scannapiego described cess"before reading her first poem, are apple-pie American , and her
the process of forming the colored entitled "Intangible." Appropri- mother's family, the Italian half. In
prints, which are known as reduc- ately,"Intangible"waswritten from "Peppers," a yellow pepper makes
tions. Her mediums of choice are oil the perspective of a girl sitting in the her feel a sense of belonging to that
pastel, watercolor, and tissue pa- very same Mary Low coffeehouse Italian heritage.
In her third poem, "Blackberper. In one piece, a picture of snails, where Erika was reading it. This
Scannapiego used a process she had abstract poem expresses an under- ries,"Blauch writes about summers
formerl y been wary of called dry- lying fear of reality. "I'm afraid of with her American grandparents,
point etching. As for the subjects of things concrete" and 'You kissed searching for the blackberry patch.
her art, the artist felt that "the im- me in the daylight and that makes "Blackberries" successfully arouses
things real," Blauch declared.
ages explain themselves."
a whimsicalmood,indeed themood
The final performance of the
On another note, her second of myriad childhood summers. It
night came from Erika Blauch '99, poem, "Peppers," was written for finishes with a bit of irony, too, "I
who shared a number of poems she her Italian grandfather. Blauch always liked blueberries better."
had written for her creative writing claims to be very inspired by her
Next, Blauch shared a streamcourses at Colby. Blauch spoke of family, particularly the dichotomy See PEQUOD on page 18
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INTHE BLUE LIGHT

ECHO: (Universalis a lot different than your other albums. It captures a lot more of your live presence.
BIM:We hope so.Wekinda went
for that. Ifs hard for us to tell, since
we hear them enough and its kinda
close to it. I'm more interested in an
opinion from the outside,so... okay.

Bim Skola Bim
If it's more like our live stuff, then,
okay it is.
ECHO: Did you do anything
differently?
BIM: We don't have our percussion player anymore, so we're kinda
not having the sort of afro-cuban
world beat feel that we used to. So
the music, I think, tends to be more
and more self-produced. We get
further away from having someone
else produce it. This one it was just
Huck Bennert arid ourselves and
Huck was also the engineer. So, before this there was an engineer, an
engineer who was more of a producing engineer. Before that there
was an album where there was an
actual producer and an engineer.
So, this one is getting closer and
closer to just us. So, perhaps that's
why it sounds more like us... we've
pretty much put out every album
ourselves, except for one. We got a
bad taste in our mouth from that
experience... I guesswhat happened
is the label got sold to somebody
who disappeared or something,and
they kept putting it out, but they
wouldn't report statements to u s
about how many they sold. They
probably owe us a lot of money that
we'll never see. So, we put out our
own version of it and now we owe
ourselves a lot of money we'll never
see, but at least we owe it to ourselves.
ECHO: Back in the beginning,
what was it that turned you on? You
formed around the same time as the
Toasters, right?
BIM:Yeah.They'vebeenaround
a bit longer, but yeah. The music;
back then. We were each at the time
of life when you start a band , or get
serious about one, or have enough
luck with one that it does okay. Or

maybe we just came together with
the right people.
ECHO: So, was it two tone that
really did it or...
BIM: Well, we were listening to
it. Two tone wasactually an English
music. We were more influenced,
probably, by the build and Jamaican style, 'cause we have a lot of

Back in 1983,the ska scene was really ju ststarting out. Only bands
like the Skatalites had been around for any significant period of time,
but then the sound began to catch on in cities like New York and
Boston,both of which, since then, have developed some of the most
popular ska "to date. Around the same time that New York's Toasters
hit the scene in the Big Apple,Bim Skala Bim came together, playing
the back alleys of Boston. Since then, they have become one.of the
most popular ska bands in the country, with their blending of
backbeat sounds with a pop song framework. Most recently they
released their seventh album Universal and toured with the Mighty
Mighty Bosstones throughout most of September and October.
Backstage at the New England Ska Festival, as we all prepared to
watch The Amazing Royal Crowns, Keyboardist John Cameron and
Drummer Jim Arhelger sat down for a quick chat. With music coming
at us from all sides (as well as members of about a dozen bands) we
tried to discover the roots of their music and how ska has changed
over the course of their tenure as the forefathers of ska.

becauseeadihavemeircharnuThebig
showsarereaHyfun,yougetauexcited,
and thesmallershows,exactly,youdo
relate, and perhaps, even, you have to
pkylonger,soyou'reforcedtobemore
musically creative.
ECHO:I'veseenyouacoupletimes
at Colby for Skalloween. Any idea
wherethetermoriginated?
BIMtlthinkit
wasaguynamed kinda stood there and stared.
Maybe it will happen again in threeor
DudleyatQrono,
ECHO: Well, but there you're go- four years.We play the musicthatwe
but maybe it was ing in a completely different direction. writeand we justenjoy it. It does Well
at Colby. Yeah, If you're talking about A Tribe Called forus,butif s just whatwe do. If s nice
youknow,ifsthe Quest, I can almostsee it if thepeople to be beyond feeling as though we're
old formula of who weregoingthere wereprepared justcresrmgsomeUttlewaveandthatif
taking the work for it
weseeanother pneupthebeach,we're
skaandputitonto
BIM:Yeah,exactly,thafsmysense. gonna have to quick jump out to that
a n y t h i n g : They'renotpreparedforit.Theirminds one. Lots of bands will fold whenthe
Skalastetics.
aren't open to much else other than popularity stops, and thafs fine, but
ECHO:It cer- whatthey are thereto hear. This is the sorrie will keep going in any genre.
tainly is a work- nice thingabout the RoyalCrownsbe- Rockabilly bands, some of then have
out to go to a ska ing on right nowat The NewEngland kept going for years and years just
concert, with ev- Ska Fest. Ifs a rockabilly band, man. 'cause they did that thing.LikeNRBQ
eryone skanking Thafs cool. I mean, ifs nice to have a and bands just keep going for some
around.
mk-upinthesound.Personall
y,IIikeit reasonthat is beyond the popularity
BM:Yesthey whenthere's a little bit of a variety.
surge.Andlthinkthatgivesthemsome
are. Ifs fun that
ECHO:With retrocorningin now, sort of integrity whichis palpable in
way. Ifs interac- and a lot of people switching music their music. I like to think so.
tivemusic.
ECHO:Do youdo anythingon the
styleseveryweek,skaisWttmgitpretry
ECHO: But big.
side or are you strictly professional?
ifs not like alterBIM:Sure,there's alwaysthat and
BIM:Weeachhavesort of internal
native music, it will alwaysbe that way.We'vebeen jobs that we do. I take care of the
Courtesy of Pretty Poll y Productions whereyou have doing this thing for thirteenplusyears mail order and the book keeping.
people moshing and we've seen mesehttieuprisingsof We each have little things that we
and killing each r^pularlity,thenalittleless,thenalitrle do.
other.
ECHO: Do you have a certain
more,then nothing for twoyears. You
BIM: My know,if it stops again, well, big deal. See BIM SKALABIM on p a g e16
reggae and other stuff besides ska senseis that if ifs adult males beating
the hell out of each other on the dance
too.
,thenifsfine.
ECHO: The reason I ask is that floor,andnoonegetshurt
many journalists have labeled you Aslong as therearen't peoplewhoare
as the forefathers of ska. I don't maliciousinthere,there'snoreasonnot
know if that brings some hefty toreleaseenei^maserni-chaoticmanweight when your going onto the ner.
¦ ii
iwp
'w ejWP
fl
*W>
"IW .
stage or something.
ECHO:On the new album,are the
BIM: Well,it does,and it's not so songs autobiographical? 'Talk, Talk,
far from the truth. Back when we and Talk" seemedlike it might have
started, it was us and the Toasters beenalittle.
BIM: I really don't know. Tell
and maybe five other bands in the
country. I mean, there were one or me.what ifs about. I'm not really
two bands from Boston that wewere sure. Words just kind of flew out.
aware of that played this sort of I'm not really sure what it's about.
' M^JH IPr * 1nt. j f #^^
I
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music, but then they folded and
ECHO: How often does it hap- W^B^^^ ^It—r JKt m
^
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W
^
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died. The Bosstones being one of pen where you get someone giving
them. The Bosstones started up, you his or her interpretation of your
were around for a couple of years, songs?
.
BIM: Once in awhile, but not
and then they quit. But they got
going again and now they're doing that often. I like when people misjust fine.
hear the lyrics... like/ Excuse me
ECHO: You played with them a While I kiss this guy... My calico
few weeksago.
baby.
BEM:We'reabouttodoeightweeks
ECHO: I've talked to a bunch of
on the road with mem YeAh, wje^re bands who have had those Blues
Brothers type^ exge^nces in jf ix e
prettyhappy atoutlhafea ? * '
ECHO:You played Great Woods country westernbars;HaVe youhad
with them, though. Whatwasplaying similar experiences?
BIM:Oh,plenty of times.Mostly
a venue like that like for you?
¦' Hi
J H ^Hj
^FfWaW 'WaV tIK' ¦FH" w
*
1
*
BIM: It was more fun, I guess, for just people have no idea that bands
the spectacle nature of it than for the actually play their own music and
actual musicality of it, speaking per- asking to play stupid covers or brilsonally.It was prettyamazing. The set liant covers, but nonetheless, we
was too short, I think, in lieu of the kinda choose our own covers.We're
circumstances,for usto get settled and not a request band. Up to people
playwell.Butitwasgreat,thousandsof that are maliciously not wanting us
people sawiis.Thatrhadeit great.Boy, tobethere^ccasionally we'vebeen
wasitfun.Hookedupatonepointand paid not to play because the crowd
said, "HolysWM'dbetterplaytheright didn't want to hear us finish, Ifs
notes."
kinda insulting. Opening for major
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ECHO; Do you like playing the
smailervenues^hen becauseyouhave
^ recognizewho
more peoplewho can
youare?
BIM: fyfy sense is that the ideal
situationwcnildprobably includeboth,

label rap bands has not been a good
experience. A tribe Called Quest.
Actually, opening for KRS1 was really good. We opened for Lisa Lisa
onetime.Lisa Lisa and the Cult Jam.
That was pretty harsh, People just
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SPB needs to coordinate
One yearago thisweek,in this very space, the Echo ran an editorial
enuued'/TheDaymeMusicDied"wWchdted"^
and alienation from Stu-A" (now SGA) that were''makingstudents flee
campuson ute weekends.." ,
,the StudentPrograrnn^gBoajd wascreatedaspart of the
In response
new SGA constitution to ''coordinatle]a calendar oi social and cultural
activitiesformeentiresemester''^
clear,"planandrun'largecampus social events/'TheSFBismovinginthe
rightdirection,butevenforitsfro^
two crucialsteps aremissing:coordinationand publicity.
Last weekendwas a prettygood exampleof why we need the SPB.
Fridaynight waspackedwith eventsandSaturdaywasvirtually devoidof
fhem^Grventtj atyoucanorjylbemonepkceatonetim
a challengeto eventhe mostactivesocialite: Octoberfestmicrobrewnight
mmeSpa,apartyinAMS,alively CoffeehouseandagoodSGAmoviewere
all competingfor ourtime.Saturdaywe had the choiceof the samemovie
or a dorm party.A little pre-planningcouldhavemade for a muchmore
mteresting
Saturday night ,
SPBshcmldalsogetsomeadvicealwutrnriMidty
,
atuusschool(BWerisnrtjustuiehomeofanauditorium)itcouldn
t
haititdfrndsomeomewhoc^oam^
and design than"weworkedreallyhardto getthe band and thereare big
be
mugsof beer,soplease comet"Theissueshouldn^ a lack of people-*thereare43SPB members—or
money.It might be nice to knowwhat is
happening
thatweekendb^bre^
updatefryeisare rxj stedlateFric^
f j tlwS^hasmovedmm^
campus, now all it takesis a little moreattentionto the details, such as
schedulingand publicity,and Colby's on-campussocial scene willbe
enoughto getoff-campusresidentsbackonto the hill on theweekends,
¦
<' ' • >. > * • '- ¦• " .
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Letters
Distance learnin g has benefits
I am writing in response to a
recent editorial opinion on distance learning entitled "Keeping
our Distance." I would like to
offer my own recent experience
as an example of how distance
learning can provide a very rich
and positive educational experience.
Three years ago I began taking courses via interactive television. Taking one, and sometimes two, courses at a time, I
earned a Masters of Library and
Information Science on May 9,
1997 from the University of South
Carolina. I would propose that
as Colby explores participation
in distance education they look
carefully at models such as that
used by USC which included use
of a variety of technologies to
enhance the educational experience. For each course I took there
was an e-mail discussion list so
that classroom discussion took
place daily, not just "in-class.
My advisor, the professor for
each course, his/her graduate

assistant, and student services
staff were readily available via email or voice-mail and I rarely
had to wait for more than one
day for an answer to my questions or comment on my work.
Web pages, allowed me to download the syllabus and reading list
well in advance of starting each
course, and provided visual images of my advisor's office , the
other faculty, the College, and
the University. We even worked
on group projects via e-mail, fax,
and phone with students in other
locations in Maine as well as in
South Carolina and Georgia. Assignments could be submitted via
mail, e-mail, or fax. For each
course there was an additional
"on-site" all day Saturday class
in Augusta for which the professor, graduate assistants, other
professors, and sometimes even
the dean or associate dean would
travel to Maine, This meeting
enhanced relationships developed via technology and helped
students to put faces with names.

My mother commented at our
graduation celebration in August
how nice it was that students and
faculty seemed to know each
other so well, despite the physical distance between us as we
took courses together.
I agree with the Echo opinion
that distance education should be
looked at very carefull y by Colby so
that students are offered rich,exciting, challenging educational opportunities in keeping with Colby's
mission. It is not, however, inherent to distance education that
students feel disconnected from
their learning experience. Students .who prefer passive classroom experiences should look dt
distance education classes .with
"trepidation." Distance education can be an exciting way to
learn for students who are ready
to be curious, active, assertive
participants in their learning.
Cate Talbot Ashtpn, Colby '80
Associate Director of Career
Services

Vdltmteer Week hits Colby

Pub Task Forc e hopes to renovate loun ge

Cta C&by studentsmate
,weknowmere
arestudentsi^
ome»s?Sine
andmosewhovolunteer
in melc<^schc»k
Fdurarion:irajar.Buttfe
u^ani£U^creamveeventson
campus.
Week,aH four a capellagroups
: Aspartof lastweek's HomelessAwareness
perforated in an effortto raisemoneyfar theMcVMair^
turnout
wasincredible,peoplewereenthu
Colby oanmuniry,theNe^
shelter*/ .
. Thiswee]<en4rm
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Last year the College Affairs
Committee approached the Presidents' Council with a recommendation to build a campus pub in
the Marchese Lounge adjacent to
the Joseph Family Spa. The Council rejected the proposal, and sent
the issue to a newly formed task
force to do more research on the
project. Today, we come back to
you with our findings: It is also
our recommendation that we
build a campus pub in the
Marchese Lounge,adjacent to the
Joseph Family Spa.
Let us show you step by step
why the Marchese Lounge is
the best (and onl y) option.
Arguabl y a good solution
would be to build a new building and p lace the pub in it.
Unfortunatel y, the College is
not willing to go ahead with
such a project. Before such
major construction would be
considered , a pub would have
to prove itself as a viable expenditure. Therefore we- have
to turn our attention to the
existing buildings.
While there was some hope
that Mary Low would house a
pub, there are some legal technicalities preventing such a move.
In short, we can 't build a pub in
li v ing quar t ers , period. That
elim inat es Mary Low , MitchellAnthony-Schupf , and the pro-
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posed senior apartments.
We cannot build a pub in an
academic building. This eliminates Miller, Runnals, Lovejoy,
Bixler, Arey, Keyes, Mudd , Olin,
and Roberts Union. This leaves
us with a few select buildings on
campus. Clearly Eustis, Lunder,
and the Chapel are;inappropriate locations. While many find
the idea of locating a pub in the
Garrison-Foster : Health Center
amusing, it is also not an option.
All that remains are the Alfond
Athletic Center.(which is lacking
available space) and Gotter
Union.
Cotter Union is the ideal location. A student union is supposed
to be the hub of social life> and its
central location on campus makes
it a prime choice. The Marchese
Lounge is most appropriate because of its location so near to the
Spa and it is the largest unused
part of the building. It also has
restrooms, and its fireplace,
wooden booths, and dark tiles
are already features that could
be incorporated into a pub atmosphere.
We are not advocating the Pub
becoming an extension of the Spa.
However, it's close location will
allow it to utilize existing equipment. The Spa already holds a
liquor license as well as a full
kitchen. The ;lower level could

actually serve as an extension of
the Pub on busy nights.
This brings us to Marchese's
major flaw: its size. Mixed capacity of sitting/standing patrons will probably max out
around 60-70. However, a recent Student Opinion Pol l
found the overwhelming majority in favor of building a
pub even with that size restriction. Further , if the pub is successful , there is room to expand into the hill behind the
Marchese Lounge.
While there are concerns as
to What will become of the
smoking lounge (which is the
purpose the Marchese Lounge
currently serves), it is quite
possible that smokers will only
lose access to Marchese when
the Pub is open. Smokers will
most likely still be able to use
if during the day.
After over a year of study,
two committees have how come
to the same conclusion. We need
to start somewhere, and the
Marchese Lounge is that location.
We reiterate there are no other
reasonable opti ons , We hope we
can gain the support of the student body and the Presidents'
Council to proceed with the reno^
vations. .:yX,
77- . ;.,;. ,: /¦:' ¦
the Pub Task Force

Rememberin g Dr. Reuman
This past weekend I attended a
memorial service for my philosophy professor, Dr. Reuman. He
taught at Colby for over thirty
years, and was one of the finest
people I have ever knoWn. I arrived
on campus a little earl y, having
driven a number of hours, and was
very impressed with how fancy the
campus has become.

I also ran across a stack of
Echoes, and was surprised not to
find a mention of the memorial
service. The service was very
moving. I wouldn 't have missed
it for anything. Lorimer was
packed , an d a coupl e of curr ent
faculty spoke, while other current and former faculty attended.
I d on 't know if anyone from ad-

ministration was there.
The service couldn 't have
been nicer, and I suspect everything went much as Dr. Reuman
would have liked. Speaking for
myself I think Colby should have
given the occasion more recognition.

echo@colby.edu

Dick Walton '60

Letters

Party mepLas
BY BRAXTON WILLIAMS
Contributing Writer

You've .got to love Sundays. Th ey seem to always
have the capacity to stifle
any feeling of liberation,
release, or enjoyment you
may have felt the night before, I equate them with the
unpleasant childhood experience of waking up,afte r a
nightmare in the middle of
the night, feeling relieved
tha t you wer en 't actually
standing naked on your elementary school stage in front
of the student body, and then
feeling dismayed when you real&ejd yb'rt 'peed t in your;be<k
^
part
Aside from the riightmare
(depending on how your night
was),Sunday mornings are like
having to deal with peeing in
yourbed once a week, , /
And;I'm not just talking
about hangovers/Sometimes
it just seems like, no matter
how much work you tried to
do on Saturday, a thousand
other assignments make their
way out of the woodwork in
order to augment youralready
insurmountable workload *
But even if the only thing you
have to do is play Snood in
order to prepare for Monday's
classes, it is still hard to ignore the looming, inevitable
week ol class ahead.
But there is something else
to Sunday mornings,something
which,- for God's sake; for
Buddha'ssake,and evenforMrv
Colby*s sake, must not be ignored. The phenomenon I speak
of iswhat happens when you go
to a 'party, give -every person
there the' gift of hugs and
friendly conversation,and then
wake up Sunday only to forget
thatthesepeople exist,and eventually,to pass them in the hallway
on the way to Monday's
*
class without evensaying hello.
' Here's an examp le of a conversation that might take place on a
par ty night before¦the eventual
Sunday <; Qi\ fyo " Lpve , , role s
' ^aWMJiildi'^^ t \, \> :XX "''„, ' ' X X ' :y, '
y ^UDKBILLlfffyou
'rethatguy
/ ' •
;'«^^^'^ii'dass/;«ightf(7 ;, - #
y ^ij$ii
|
^
Pv

•'toTfj ^

>a ,i: X!/y XXtf J , <• < 'ij ?

"Oh man,I'm fabulous.Dude,
?'''
howhardwasthe testyesterday
But
"Dude, it was i^ughi hey,
we'repartying now,right?''
/'Heckyeah/'
//Rockon!Hery,youandIshould
hangout,like,allthe time!''
"Totally!I hear that, bro. Bill
rules!"
"No,you rule!"'
"I love you,man.''
*I love you,too, dude/' .
"Hey, gunmesome love1"
(the two slap five about 15
times) .
I know it sounds a little
ridiculous, and maybe I'm the
only one Who perpetuates
male stereotypes by/saying
"d><te*ah* "bto? a lot, but
with ,hpw:m»ny,people have
yW had this conversation?
Lots. And I'm not saying
there's no sincerity in what is
being said. I also know that,
depending on the nights
events, it may be hard to tek
member evefy single person
you showed love to and
slapped iivef With* But there
seems to be this unwritten
etiquette which say$; that,
when you see these people at
Chicken Finger Night the following Sunday or in class the
next week,it is okay to look at
the ground as you pass them,
or to make last-minute eye
contact. This eti quette is
bunk.
I may be just as guilty of this
as the next,person, but I guess
I'm, searching for, a change of
protocol.Perhaps there should
be a rule which states that f or
everyoneyouslapfive with,and
each personwithwhomyou mutually scream the lyrics to that
by
wonderful : : song
Chumbawamba, you should
have to fulfill your endless
promises of hanging but with
thatperson;That way we could
all transcend social boundaries,
become united through our
boundless universal love, and
spend the restof our lives marching around the world embracing all nature's children, ' -.
¦ I hope you all can take my
high-and-mighty request , for
socialresponsibility withj igrain
of salt arid try something different this Sunday. Hey, groovy
man.Free loye for everybody.?

Alumni directory too pricey
1 m writing to express my displeasure with the charges assigned to the new alumni directory. It is hard to imagine in this
day of computers and data bases
that a charge of $70 plus shipping and sales tax should be applicable to the directory. A charge

of $30 + would seem more appropriate.. ; as many other smaller
institutions are charging.
I have spoken to other alumni
and they share my thoughts as
well.
Although we can well afford
the cost, I prefer to pay for items

in our lifestyle that are reasonably priced... thus we will pass
this time around. If and when
Glolby can produce a directory
that has an appropriate price tag,
we will then purchase one.
Bill Barnett '62

Find balance, don't place blame
We are writing in response to,
"The Serious Relationship: The
Demise of an Athlete." To maintain the objective integrity of this
column we will refer to the author as Kurvin Thruston. As female athletes, we view the, 'demise of an athlete/ differently
than Thruston who implicitly
claims that it is the woman who
is the ultimate demise of the man.
We would rather hope that each
one of us would be responsible
for our own demise instead of
placing the blame on others. We
resent Thruston's Freudian generalization that woman is bad and
man becomes helpless once he is
subjected to her evil. Aren't pro-

fessional, as well as a myriad of
Colby athletes, testimony to the
fact that equal success can be
found in one's sport as well as in
his/her personal relationship?
Maybe Thruston could learn
from, "jerry Maguire's," Rod
Tidwell who is able to find the
ultimate balance (the quan) between sport and personal life. In
fact, Tidwell's serious relationship only bolsters his confidence
and athletic ability on the field.
This leads us to question whether
it was not Boot's girlfriend,.but
rather Boot's all male military
schooling that left him illequipjped to partake in a healthy
relationship. Our intent is not to

generalize, but we do feel that
Thruston may have been molding a particular senario to fit his
misconceptions of personal intimacy.
One of the benefits of Colby is
that as students here we have the
opportunity to balance a rigorbus academic program, Division
III athletics and the, "search for
that significant other." Thruston
is right that we don't want to
leave Colby with regrets, but
wouldn't we all regret following
Thruston's advice and missing
the opportunity to find our own
personal quan?
Colby Field Hockey Van #1

Op imons
"Pet" peeves deman d drastic action
' the problem i£ that most
BY EZRA DYER
people ori this campus are not
Opinions Editor
aware .of' my many contributions to the Colby College comMost of us have pets at home . munity. I don 't reall y haVe
And I bet most of us would love space in this column to go into
to be able to haye those pets scur- detail about my cornucopia of
rying around our dorm rooms
here at school. Sure, pets can be
loud, shed hair, smell bad, and What this boils down
occasionally urinate on your
to is blantant
books. So can your roommate. So
discrimination
I guess I have a problem with
against hairy
Colby only allowing pets of the
animals , to which I
cold slimy variety. What am I
going to do about this? You will take personal offense.
all doubtlessly be thrilled to learn
that I have decided to run for
SGA president next year. I've qualifications recommending
given it a lot of thought, and I me for this position , so I'll
believe I have what it takes to get hig hlight a few key areas
where I have dramatically enthis job done.
riched the lives of my peers.

¦
'"'. Although I've never held a f ormal position in student government, I've been personally responsible for the behind-the-scenesdeals
that have resulted in much of the
action on campus in recent years. I
think it's time I broke my silence
and took credit for bringing acts like
DaveMatthewsandGeorgeClinton
to Colby. That's right, that was all
me. And did you enjoy JeWel and
the Indigo Girls last year? Thafs
OK, neither did 1.1 had nothing to
do with that. But I did have everything to do with getting my homies
Run D.M.C. to come up November
15th.
My influence doesn't end with
mere concerts. I hope all you seniors
are enjoying your new dorms, becaus e you'd be living in closets in
Dana if I hadn't got together with
See PETS on page 18

What do you think of the toilet paper at Colby?
Echo photos by Kristina Smith
"Thin is in but fats where its at.
Don't let your fingers slip through
that oner
Alan LaPan

"It doesn't feel good at all. Dangerously thin and painfull y roug h."
John Maddox '98 j

"I t sucks,why do you think I live

off campus?"

Leah Bernst ien '98

"Softens better, we want squ ishy and qu ilt ed"
Nina Per kins '98 and Lindsay Mc Conchie '98

Who wants j unk
mail? I do! I do!
BY MIKE TRUMAN
Editor-in-Chief

cause? And what about all
these environmental groups?
How many forests are needed
to support their mass mailings
anyway?
Clearly I can't give to all of
them, or I'd have to start my
own foundation just to support my charitable giving. Yet
because I'm now on "a list," I
will be inundated with mail
for some time into the
unforseeable future,until I am
deemed unworthy, as in when
I move and leave no forwarding address. I have not given
up on charity, but I now do it
on a local basis and usually
anonymously.
But "the list" expands beyond just the charities; it apparently moves out lo the
entire economy. I now receive magazines I did not
order nor would ever want
on a "'trial basis" because
someone thought I should be
receiving them. One of these
is Con sum er Report s. The way
I see it, if you can't trust
Consu mer Rep or t s, who can
you trust?
Vet the real maniacs are
the credit card companies,
and these bad boys are ruthless. I am twenty-one years
old. I have no assets; in fact
I have negative' assets (college loans.) Then why do I

I can't tell you how much
I'm enjoying our new junk mail
policy at Colby.- Now instead
of being disappointed by huge
piles otmail that all turn out to
be Domino's pizza ads, I am
greeted by only my true mail
(which is usually nothing.)
Now if only I could convince
the United States Postal Service to do the same.
When I returned home for
fall break, I was greeted by no
less than six inches of mail
piled up on my desk. Not a
single envelope,not ONE, contained anything relevant to my
life. I had music and book clubs
offering me their entire inventory for a penny, Ed McMahon
offering me millions of dollars,
and countless charities telling
me where to put those millions.
We are a nation swamped in
junk mail.
I will now tell you the tale
of how the entity known as
Mike Truman of 28 Birch Street
became the target for such a
slew of offers. I suppose it's
because I'm somewhat of a
sucker. When I receive an envelope from the March of
Dimes showing me dying children and other lovely sights; I
feel compelled
to do something
about it. So I
write out a
Clearly, I can't give to all
check. That' s
of them ,; or I'd have to
mistake number
start my own foundation
one. Yes, I know
it sounds horridof
just to support my
me to say donatcharitible giving.
ing to charity is a
mista ke, but follow me out here.
A few months later, I re- have an American Express
ceived solicitations from the Gold card and offers for Visa,
American Cystic Fibrosis Platinum cards that would give
Foundation and the Nature me control of over $100 000?
* Conservancy. Both looked like Are these people mad? I^ can
good causes, and it being sunv literally buy a house on a credit
mer when I actually have a cash card, and I'm still in College
flow, I sent them $15 apiece. making $5,000 a year." Is it any
Then .the floodgates opened. wonder why we are a nation in
Apparently donating to three debt when that is the precise
> causes is a signal that this guy message we send to our
'. is a walking target. As soon as people?
those checks cleared, no f eviex,
I' m sick of being preyed
> than twenty charities (all lo- upon by drive-by mailings. I
\t fated in Washington DiCi) want a way to stop all of this,
started beating down my door. stuff from ever finding its.way
The same ch ar it ies that alrea dy to me again other than holing
I' .received .money, from me up in a cabin in Montana. I
doubled their efrorts. The Na- want businesses and .organik .
', $ttre Conservancy sends me ; £fcatibrts to actually respect tne '*
calen d ars , post cards , affi?^ people Wey sb 'desperaW ;
ieyW ;(lak wani;
pother
!Wt mor
¦
^
' Vasis, all asking for cash iri re- all tele-marketers ? $&'be %bt

turn for its lovely gesture. >V. , 4ead> but that 's, a ^if^ent
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Plunked bH Schmate

McLare n misses the mark
with Spotlight Lecture
BY MATT APUZZO
Sports Editor

Sunday night , 150 or so
people made their way to
Lorimer Chapel to listen to
UCLA
Professor
Peter
McLaren's speech on "Unthinking Whiteness, Rethinking Democracy." I was one of those
brave souls who gambled an
all new Simpsons episode
on t h e success of Mr.
McLaren 's talk. As it turns
out , I should have tuned in
to Fox , as McLaren 's speech
was disappointing to -say
the least.
McLaren 's onl y convincing argument was his discussion of capitalism and
how it is failing across the
world , succeeding onl y in
widening the gap between
the rich and the poor and
p u t t i n g power into the
h a n d s of a few select
peop le. While I do not support his Marxist ideals, they
were backed up sufficientl y
as to make them reputable
even though imp lausible.
U n f o r t u n a t e l y,
nobod y
chose to point out the fact
that Mr. McLaren 's books
were being hocked at the
front door for $18.95. Apparen tl y, capitalism is OK
sometimes.
An excellent mincer of
words , M c Laren w a s very
discrete in his choice of
ad jectives. The Mexicans
he referre d to were no t
"illegal" ev e n t h oug h they
were l i v i n g in California
w i th o ut c i t i zensh i p, hav i ng
broken immigration laws.
Rather , they were referre d
to as "un d ocumen t e d , "
w hi ch ma d e i t much eas i er
to connect with their suff e r ing. " U n d o c u m e n t e d"
i m m i g r a n t s m ay s i m p l y
have droppe d their papers
com ing into America.
It i s not har d, thoug h , to
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see wh y McLaren has risen
to such stature. He has a
way of convincing peop le
that is powerful. He uses
powerful quotations from
irrelevant sources to defend
his a r g u m e n t . One is so
shocked and/ or appalled by
the quotation , that it is easy
to fall into sync with his argument. For instance, in attempting to portray the sentiments of white culture towards minorities, McLaren
quoted such men as David

McLaren 's liberal
beliefs did not hit
home here . He did
not effectively convey
to me his belief that
"bein g* white is
inherently bad for
society
Duke , Pat Buchanan , and
John C. Calhoun. These quotations were offensive , at
least , r e p u l s i v e at most.
H owever , they do not sum
up the feelings of the majority of peop le in this country. Neither did his quotations from such men as Benja m i n Frank li n an d Thomas
J efferson , b oth o f whom
h ave b een d ea d for near l y
t wo hun d red years an d
whose id eas may be slightl y
outdated.
W h en he was not runn ing
of f on a tangent , an d returning back to his pr epared
speech i n an errat ic manner ,
M cLaren was b usy promot i ng
such th ings as "gangster rap,"
w hi ch he sees as "incisive political critique." For some reason , I must b e m i ssing the
deep mean ing of Bi ggy
Smalls ' " ...Biggy, Biggy;
Biggy, oh can 't you see, some-

•
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times your words just hypnotize me."
Most importantly/McLaren
did not focus long enough on
the role of economics in " the
racial situation. He attributed
the harsh feelings some Californians have towards
Mexican immigrants to racial roots , and said that Canadian immi grants would
not be treated this way because of their Ang lo-Saxon
heritage. He did not , howr
ever , focus any attention on
the extremely different economic settings that are
Canada ¦and Mexico. ' Even
when asked to exp lain the
ill feelings towards the white
Irish immigrants of the last
century in racial terms ,
McLaren dod ged the question.
McLaren 's liberal beliefs
just didn 't hit home here. He
did not effectively convey to
me his belief that "being "
white is inherently bad for society. For those of you who
may have missed the lecture,
the white , blond-haired
McLaren may have been born
a white Canadian , but was
no longer sub scribing to the
"white " culture , Un til we
eliminate this culture;
which is the center of our
society, he said that we cannot expect to achieve a democracy, as there will never
be equal representation.
I do n o t believe t h a t
McLaren ' s p h il osop h y is
correct. I feel that instead
of "unt hi nk i ng " wh it eness ,
we
shoul d b eg i n to
"u n t h i n k " race in general .
Focus on the i n di v id ual ,
not the collect ive race. If
you are go i ng to attempt to
brea k d own the b arr iers of
rac i sm , d o so by a d dress i ng
the un d e r l y i n g economic
an d social issues that face us
all. Don't qu ibble over what
dea d presidents had to say
about minorities in the seventeen hundreds.?

¦ ThiB' Colby ^cAa is - the best way.to

reach Colby students , faculty and

C-SNAP and Skalloween don't mix
Garth Brooks , thoug h, what your
uninebreated mind will be in the
mood for is horns , of course... and,
lucky you, that' s exactly what you
will get with Skalloween. This annual event is always one for the
alcoholicall y chal lenged. Well, at
least we can expect plenty of preparties with lots of kegs....well,
not kegs of beer. No campus group
is mean enough to tempt you like
that, so get that cup read y. But it's

BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor
Once again C-SNAP has challenged us to hold back for a week
and stay sober. No alcohol (which
also means ho mouthwash for
those of you who use Listefene ,
nine out of ten dentists recommend you snip the brace let off)
for seven whole days; a tough
challen ge for those who enjoy
throwing a few back during Calculus class every other day .
Actuall y, the C-SNAP challenge is not an easy task for some
peop le to complete, especiall y if
you are used to sitting at a die
table for the better part of a Saturday . Sure , today is Thursda y, and
perhaps you've been loyal so far ,
but this is onl y v the beginning .
Temptation hasn 't reared it' s medusa-like head , but just you wait
until the weekend . Luck y for you,
SPB has planned plenty of exciting chem free events as a distraction. For instance , the Barn Dance
in the Foss dining hall will definitely attract those in an unaltered state. After all , what is a
better substitute for Captain Morgan than square dancing?
Once you've spent your Friday night sitting next to a speaker
which is blaring Travis Tritt or

of dire importa nce such as this
one. Most people do the challenge
for the free t-shirt (i.e. longer waiting period between visits to the
laundry room) and pizza party
(or night away fro m the monotony
of dining hall food), but not to
make themselves suffer a lack of
social life for a week.
It' s not that the challenge is a
bad thing or particularl y hard (for
most people). It reall y has some

Actually, the C-SNAP challen ge is not an easy
task for some people to complete , espec ially if
you are used to sittin g at a die table for the
better par t of Saturday.
okay, you're chem free , which
means , on the up side, since you
aren 't drinking, you probabl y will
not be so obliterated that you
vomit all over your brand new,
nifty Skalloween t-shirt and shiny,
blue OSNAP bracelet.
Honestl y, what was C-SNAP
thinking, scheduling their challenge for this week? Did they want
to make it extra-challenging for
us due to the lack of irresponsible
drinking thus far this year (exploding microwaves excluded)?
You would think that C-SNAP
and SPB would confer on matters

PETS , continued from page 12
my close personal friends Anthony, Mitchell , and Schupf and
made it happen. And who saw
the need for added seating capacity in Dana , and made sure
itT was there for this year?
That 's ri ght, I did. Continuing
on the dining hall improvements , how about the new
larger cup s in Bob' s this year?
The ones that are so nice that
peop le steal them? Yes, those
were my idea as well. I could
go on about how I' m personally responsible for the cable
TV and the renovations to East
and West Quads , but in the
interest of modesty I'll refrain
from doing so.
By now you 've probabl y
decided who the obvious
choice is, but let me tell you
what I intend to do when
elected: anything you want.

The first unjust rule I p lan to
amend is the aforementioned
regulation dealing with pets
on campus. The student handbook says "Pets (except those
living under water) are not allowed in the residence halls/'
So, according to this rule , I
could keep a man-eating great
white shark in my room (or an
alligator or school of piranhas), but not a fluff y little
hamster. What this boils down
to is blatant discrimination
against hairy animals , to which
I take personal offense. Are you,
like me, sick of hearing, "Qui ck,
Rover , get in the tank! " every
time Security comes? If so, vote
for me next spring. If you don't
care about pets, but have some
other grievance , let me know. Because I care.
I realize that in the course

merit , and makes sense that it
coincides with Alcohol Awareness week , but .concurrentl y it
just figures that one of the biggest events of the year (which
happens to include a lot of
drinking) is takin g place smack
dab in the middle of it. Of
course , this could be a p lan,
because with pre-paf ties, postparties , Sunday morning hangovers , etc, we all certainl y will
be aware of alcohol and its
presence on campus. So, in a
way, I guess I can 't hel p but
say, "Woooo! C-Snap !"Q

of running for any public position , opponents will try to
dig up some sordid events
from a person ' s past. Well ,
in the interest of avoiding
nastymuckraking / let me get
it all out rig ht now. I' m sorry
I pawned my grandmother 's
wheelchair to buy heroin.
J unior high is a confusing
time , and a kid makes mistakes. Other than that ,
there 's onl y the thing with
the bearded lad y and the
midget, which I reall y don 't
want to go into unless it' s
absolutel y necessa ry . If you
can forgive me, and believe
that I' ve learned from my jail
time , I hope you'll help to
make this school a better
place , a pet-filled place , b y
giving me your vote next
spring. Thank-you. Q

A snub to the
campus pith
BY ROBYN D. MACO
StaffWriter
Thelatestbuzz around campus seems to be ab out the possibilities of renovating an existing space on campus and
converting it to a pub. A few
weeks ago I filled out the SGA
poll about the pub issue and I
had trouble finding reasons to
suppor t a campu s pub . I think
a pub could be fun and convenient , but it is not necessary. A
pub does absolutely nothing
to enhance the character pf the
school , except expand the
bubble world in which we live.
One may argue that having
apub would discourage people
from drinking and driving. On
the surface this may sound like
a good argument , but it' s too
simplistic to say that people
won't drink and drive if there 's
a pub on campus . What if students go to the pub, have a few
drinks and then decide to move
on to another bjtx in town ot go
to their off-campus house;
who's going to drive? What if
students have been drinking
off campus and want to come
back to campus and drink at
the pub , who's going to drive?
The scenarios can get complicated and ugly. The bottom
line is that it we want to be
treatedlike responsible adults ,
we must act like, responsible
adults. A pub won't eliminate
or noticeably decrease drinking and driving. That' s something we have to do on our
own.
If the smoking lounge adjacent to the Spa is going be
t he locati on of the pub, then
not too many peop le will f it in
that small space . Perhaps the
Marchese lounge may hold 50
to 100 people as the SGA poll
suggested in one of its questions. On a popular pub night ,
t his means some people will
be turned away if more that
100 occupy the pub. Also, for
those 21 year-olds who have
friends who aren't of age,

you'll have to leave them home
with the baby-sitter. At other

C omplete the Circle . Keep Recycling Work ing.
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establishments/ those not of

age can order food and sit with
their friends. Imag ine that. Is
Colby
creating
an
upperclassmen s club by making the pub open strictly to 21
year-olds on its designated
drinking ni ghts ? If this is the
case, where 's the caddyshack?
So much for Colby's egalitarianism.
Renovating Marchese is not
going to be cheap. I have heard
that the projected cost of adding the bras s hard ware , wood
paneling, and all of the publike features may cost up to
$50,000. Not all of us have the
luxury of living in Anthony,
Mitchell or Schup f. Some of
us still have to take our showers in stalls with unusual
growth covering the walls,use
bathroom stalls which lack
feminine product disposal ,
and live in bedrooms in the
quads with no overhead lighting. What kind of dorm is this?
If you live in it,you know what
I'm talking about and it won't
be renovated soon because it
was built in 1981. That' s OK
because I'll have a good beer
selection and a more expanded
menu in the pub which will be
a more comforting environment than my own room.
Forget the gripes about the
problems withmy dorm. They
really are insignificant when
you think about the fact that
$50,000 dollars can help students with their tuition or create more work-stud y jobs. I
don't see how the school can
justif y spending that much
money for a dr inking facility
when we are faced with annual increases in tuition and
the need for financial assistance continues to grow. We
already have the Spa. True ,
this Isn't a legit imate pub, but
ifs func tional. If you're feeling dehydra ted after 4:00 pm,
you can get a beer. I think it' s
time that students and the administ ra t ion examine t he
school' s priorities on spending money for a pub on campus. Are we a country dub or
an educa tional institution? Q
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BIM SKALABIMy continued frompage 11

Snoop does X-mas,
Mephiskapheles flails
bands is well placed, it is not
necessarily apositive difference.
Contributing Writer
In the Max imum P erversion album, Mephiskapheles tends to
Well it's October, time for rely more on their jazz and
the release of Christmas music. lounge nvusic roots much more
And here, right on time, comes than the run of themill ska band.
A Very Specia l Christmas 3. The This produces a rather smooth,
release of this Very Special jazz-like rhythm which begin
Christmas album marks the many of the songs on this altenth anniversary of A&M's bum. To my dismay, many of
blockbuster Christmas compi- these songs have a tendency to
lations, and they have marked it deteriorate into mere instrumenwith a bang. This year's album
consists of a variety of superstars from all types of music.
Most notably the Smashing
Pumpkins, Rev Run and the
Christmas All Stars (including
Puff Dadd y, Snoop Doggy
Dogg, Mase, etc.), No Doubt,
Mary J. Blige and Dave
Matthews. The wide variety of
music genres on the album assures that there will be a song
for everyone.
The only group I would not Mephishap heles
advise giving this album to
would be younger sibling s as tal chaos as a Gothic aura begins
there are a few lines which g ive to take over.These randomnoise
this album at least a PG-13 rat- brigades tend to lack in both
ing; f or example Snoop Doggy artistry and simple intrinsic lisDogg'sreference to seeing Santa tening value. ,
smoking crack. I would recomThereareafewtracksonMim-mend this album both to people tnumPerversion
whichavoid this
who like Christmas music and horriblepitfall,butnot enough to
to those who simply like a few save the album. To add to mis,
artists on the compilation. How- each of these songs has to battle
ever, I recommend the CD as the less-man-mediocrevoice of
opposed to the tape since there their lead singer,which is simply
are sure .to be a f e w tracks you unmusical. Allthese faultsin the
will not like.
music combined with the absoThe band Mephiskapheles lutely disturbing CD covermight
has certainl y proven to be dif- possibly make this CD worth less
ferent front many of the other than the cost of printing it . For
ska bands on the scene today you ska fans who werelooking
with their sophomore eff ort for something newI recommend
titled , "Maximum Perversion/' sticking with the Skatalites and
Though Mephiskapheles 'effort Toasters f or how, and j ust keep
to be different from other ska praying O

way of scouting out bands for your label?
BIM: It's mostly friends . People that we want to
help out. It's not like we actively recruit people. Mostly
just friends. We'll kinda listen to something and decide
if we think it's a good idea to put out this record. People
send us stuff all the time.
ECHO: So, you produce all types of music then?
BIM:Ifsnotjustska,no.Mostofitisska.It'ss6rtolikeour
music is a mixture of ska and other things. My sense is that
the record label also it. Things that we think are good, as
opposed to some limiting definition. There's two kinds of
music,goodand bad.
ECHO: On this new tour you're hittinga bunch of new
cities. Are there others, though,that you know will support
you and have every time you've gone out there?
BIM: Places like California. There are a lot of good
cities in California. Mid-west, we have good shows.
Places like Michigan, Detroit, Chicago. Pretty much
any big city we've, been to, where there's any semblance of a scene.
ECHO: Is there a certain satisfaction about playing
Boston , the hometown scene?

BY TOM DIBRITA
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SKAVOOVIE
, continued frompage 7

Washington Square. Boulder,Colorado is likethat. Union,
Oregon. Boulder, Colorado also has very generous squatter laws. So, a lot of people come there to squat. Ifsinsane.
Like, you walk down, there's this main strip of town, and
ifs like "hey man, got some shrooms,got some weed, got
some acid, man. Hey,you want some coke?" And ifs like,
"Get away from me."
ECHO: Yeah, thafs like on Lansdowne you always
have that one guy going, "Ecstasy? Ecstasy?
Ecstasy?"...What is a ska lifestyle?
SKAVOOVIE: I don't know whaf s a ska lifestyle.
Thafs a good question.
ECHO:rmtryingtofigure it out,becauseyouhave one
set of peoplewho have multiplepiercingseverywhereand
another set, so, I'm trying to figure out, what is the ska
lifestyle, or if if s an amalgam. You have the punk influence...
SKAVOOVIE:Thethingllikeaboutskaisthatyoucan
come at it from a lot of different angles. You can have a
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festival likethis whereyou have like,fifteen bands playing,
and all have pretty fairly different sounds. You know, we
come at it from one angle. A lot of bands come at it from a
punk angle or a rock angle or a pop angle. Big D was a hip
hop angle. You can come at it from a lot of different
perspectives, musically and culturally. Ska has always
been a music of experimentation, even when it first came
out.They werealways trying different beats, like "Oh,I've
neverheard a beat Me that."
ECHO: You said you had the change from like real
classic ska in the beginning and actually were moving.
Where are you moving to?
SKAVOOVIE:Where we're movingto? I thinkwe're
justtrying to play music that we enjoy playing.Wejust do
it song by song. Each song is a new landmark. We try and
look at each song as the beginning of something new.We
don't evenalwaysknow what it is,but as long as ifs some
new element.The only constant thing running through is
that we try to make themall grooveO
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BIM: It's nice and ifs nice to be able to drive ten
minutes after the gig and you're home. We have a good
time at the Middle East, the Channel before it closed a
few years ago,Jack's,we used to have a good time at the
Paradise until it turned into a disco. I likeit the Bear's.
It's a gootl feeling. I like the short stage idea and the
short room idea, because people can see you really
well. You're right in the band's face.
ECHO: Is that important to you? To have people
that close?
BIM: Oh yeah. It can affect a performance. Unfortunately, we're not so above bad shows and bad audiences'. It's a feedback thing, the more they go off, the
more we go off... within reason. We have to still be able
to play the notes.
ECHO: Do you have any particular songs that you
prefer to play?
BIM: Everybod y has their own individual favorites. You'd have to ask each person what their favorite
songs are to play. I like some of the,we don't have many
of them, but the truly traditional ska type songs we
play, I really like to play that rhythm.Q
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are a nostal gic tri p

Romy an d M
before the reunion, they'll find
jobs and boyfriends. Of course, if
those things were so easy to find ,
how come they didn't have them
before? So, change of plans. They
decide to just lie and pretend they
have all these things... they are
going to claim they invented postit notes. Uh huh.
The film uses a series of flashbacks to show the hell that the soca.lled "A Group" put Romy and

BY MEG BELANGER
Staff Writer

You probably don't have very
high expectations for the movie
"Romy and Michele's High School
Reunion"... and ifs probably better that way. It's not necessarily a
bad movie, just not the typical
dumb blond movie. Well,kind of.
Mira Sorvino plays Romy, a cashier who lives in L.A. with her best
friend from hi gh school, Michele
(Lisa Kudrow). Mira Sorvino is
an Academy Award winning actress for her work in "Mighty
Aphrodite" and can also be seen
in "Beautiful Girls/' Lisa Kudrow
is best known for her work as
Phoebe on the sitcom Friends.
The scariest thing about this
movie is that it has a message, one
which can be identified by just
about anybody who went to high
school. Ten years have passed
since Romy and Michele graduated and now they are headed
back to Tucson for their reunion.
The only problem is they want to
impress all the people that ever
made fun of them in high school
but they have no way to do it.
Michele is unemployed , Romy
works as a cashier, and neither of
them have boyfriends,never mind
rich husbands. That's when they
coine up with their brilliant plan:
in the two weeks they have left
¦

i,

;

in "The Truth About Cats and
Dogs" and can now be seen in
"The Matchmaker." Cumming
starred in "Circle of Friends" and
"Emma."Garofalo plays Heather,
the token girl in high school who
wore all black and went behind
the school to smoke. She went to
the reunion hoping to see Sandy
Frink, played by Alan Cumming,
her high school love. Of course,
Sand y was infatuated with
Michele throughout high school,
so that adds a little tension.
There are two major drawbacks to this movie. One is the
dream sequence. Sure,a little fantasizing is expected. You know,
what's going to happen when I
see my high school crush? This
movie took the whole idea a little
too far and you find yourself wondering what the heck is going on.
The movie is cheesy enough already without it, not to mention
that the audience doesn't really
need to see what Sorvino and
Kudrow look like when they're
98 years old. The other major
drawback is Sorvino's accent. It's
just really annoying and doesn't
sound quite right. Seeing how
she's one of the two main characters, she talks throughout the
whole movie and there's no real
way of getting around it.
Overall, the movie is pretty
good, definitely more of a rental
and not worth the $7 movie price.

The scariest thing
about this movie
is th at it has a
message.

Michele throug h. Romy was
teased for being chubby and
Michele had to wear a back brace
because she had scoleosis. The
flashbacks are a little depressing
and you have to wonder how they
survived high school. But as
Michele said, she had so much
fun with Romy she never even
realized how bad high school was
until the reunion when they suddenly thought their lives weren't
good enough.
The other characters in this
movie were a lot of fun to watch,
especially Janeane Garofalo and
Alan Cumming. Garofalo starred
" ,

"

".
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©Touchstone Pictures. All Rights Reserved
Lisa Kudrow, Janeane Garofolo , & Mira Sorvino star in
"Romy and Michelle 9*
You can finally see what it feels phy courtesy of Michele. So, if
like to tell off the snob who was you feel like watching a silly,
mean to you in high school. And cheesy movie, this one might be
just remember, while someone the one to pick. Plus, it 's got a
was making your life hell in high really good soundtrack and it's
school, you were doing the same fun to see what Romy and Michele
thing to someone else, philoso- will wear next.Q
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TfeHealth Center is offering discounted HIV testing ,
thanks to a grant from SGA. The test is available to
students for the reduced price of $ 10. Drop by the
Health Center for a confidential appointment. This offer
will last as long as the money is available.
Take advantage of it!
^ "

No more excuses! Youneed to know!
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Hundredsof superb K-12 ArrartcarvWI
school*we*outstandingcollage seniors
or recent graduates to m teachingor
intern position*for Septemberof 1996.
Tneeeschc<J«doeeryresembtetop K-12
U.S. public or private schools; Won standards,eagerstudents, supportive parents.
Etch year Saarc&Assdtiatesplacesover
G00 candidate*. THEREWILLBE A ONE
HOUR WORKSHOP,foNowad by a que*
ttocVanswerand interviewstavup session
IZ ifZ rm total) at tne Hyatt Regency
Hotel In CsmOrtdge, MA on SsTT15
Novemberat 10 a.m. SHARP. Interviews
mm take placeon days and eveningsof 15
• 19 November.For inf ormation,comto
ttm wOf kihop ANCHORsend a currant
mwm and SA.S.E to: SEARCH
ASSOCIATES,
P.O.BOX 636,DALLAS,
M 1S*12,
h^^Www.eearcrheseoc«stes.coin
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16 oz. wide-mouth bottles

Keystone Dry
Otter Creek

Summer Ale

was $229°++
N0W $14".
16 oz. bottles
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NOW $6 V

Sun.-Wed. until 9 p.m., Thurs. until
10 p.m., Fri. & Sat. until midnight
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Large !
I
Topping Pizza
s/o of Hot & Spicy
Wings and a 2 Lt.
Coke

Calzones
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Sugarloaf Brewin g Company
BY RY AN COSTELLO
Onlin e Editor

Well, you can onl y talk
about Maine for so long
without
m e n t i o n i ng
Sugarloaf , and the same goes
for Maine breweries. I' m
talking about the Sugarloaf
Brewing
c o m p a ny
in
C a r r a b a s s e t t Valley. The
brewery is actually situated
in a building along with
Theo's Pub, which I had the
p leasure of visiting one JanPlan with my parents.
The atmosp here of the pub
was truly rustic, and the food
was excellent. But of course,
they had the whole selection
of Sugarloaf brews on tap at
Theo's, and I must say that I
urged my parents to try them.
Now, my not being of age at
the time put somewhat of a
damper on the situation as I
of course couldn 't share any,
but they assured me that the
beers were excellent. So, for
the past few J a n u a r i e s , I
have wondered exactl y what
those beers might taste like.
Well , after approximatel y
two years of waiting, I finall y discovered the truth
about at least two of the

Sugarloaf brews. The brewing
company b rews several b eers ,
namely th e Carrabasse tt Pale
Ale , C a rra b asse t Kolsch ,
Carrabassett IPA , and the
Amos Winter Ale. Of these four
brews I had the opportunity to
sample the Carrabassett Pale
Ale and the Carrabassett IPA.
And as an extra point of interest , our favor it e fr ie n d l y
ne i ghborhood liquor store just
received this season 's sh i pmen t of Ge ary 's Hamps hi r e
Ale, and I of course took the
opportunity to give it a test
drive for my fellow students.
C A R R A B A S S E T T PALE
ALE - This beer has a definite ale
aroma to it, an d a creamy smooth
body. The flavor of the beer is
immensely pleasing, as it is not
too carbonated nor too bitter,
leaving the mouth with a great,
creamy, slightly ale-ish aftertaste. This beer seems to have a
taste somewhere between the
mark of a pale ale and a brown
ale, but I find it an incredibl y
appealing taste. I must say that,
although they may have slightl y
missed the "pale ale" mark, I
think that the Sugarloaf brewing
co mpany has most definitel y
found a winner in this brew.
CARRABASSETT IPA ;.- I
cannot tell a lie. so I must warn

you : do not smell this beer. I
can 't find a nice way to put
that one, but it's just not pleasant. The flavor of this particular brew is very hard to pin
d own si mp l y because it is
masked by an overbearing bitterness, and a very dry bod y.
Have you ever eaten the stem
of a dandy lion? Well , it's
about as surprising in its bitterness. Overall , the taste of
the beer does not improve
with more consumption, and
the first sip was definitely
the best. Althoug h not a bad
beer , it is far outclassed b y
its sibling.
G E A R Y ' S 1997 1998
WINTER HAMPSHIRE ALE
- This beer has a very inviting aroma , not to mention
an attractive little bit of gold
f oil around its neck. It seems
t o h a v e a somewh at sp icy
flavor to it , with a bit of a
bitter aftertaste. This particular bottle seemed a wee
bit too carbonated for my
p leasure, but it did taste
hig h l y a l c o h o l i c , which
p leased me. The overall taste
is somewhat bitter , and a
little dry. It' s a very good
beer , but actuall y is overshadowed b y the strong hint
of alcohol.

Oak Pond Brewer y
WHITE FOX ALE - This
Last week , if someone
had a s k e d me w h a t I b r e w h a s a f a i n t l y n u t t y
thoug h t of OP B, I probabl y a r o m a , c o u p led w i t h a
woul d h ave t houg ht they w h e a t -y , n u t t y f l a v o r i n g .
were t a l k i n g a b o u t a song, The excellent ale f l a v o r is
r a t h e r t h a n a f a i r l y new ve r y su r pr i s i ng, i n a goo d
m icrobrewe r y
i n way, as it is not too bitter ,
Skow h e g a n . It ' s f u n n y a nd seems, t o h ave found a
w h at you can le arn stand- per fec t balance. There is a
ing in line to buy some dry a nd t err i f i c af t er t as t e ,
mys t er i ous blue m i xer a t and I could see this qu i ckl y
a r andom Quickee Mart.
becom i ng one of my favor it e
The man i n fron t of me ales. I t has an i n c r e d i b l y
was purchas i ng a s i x pack smooth body, and is absoof Oak Pond Brewery Nut lu t el y easy to dr ink. And alBrown Ale. Now , my be- thoug h I usuall y d i sregard
ing a huge fan of the tra- what any label says about
d itional brown ale , I im- the beer ins i de it' s bottle ,
mediately inquired about when this label brags of its
the beer , and he told me "full and sp icy hop flavor, "
that ever since Oak Pond' s I must give it credit for its
opening two summers ago, accuracy. This is most cerhe had been a l o y a l t a i n l y a great ale.
drinker, So I resolved to
NUT BROWN ALE - Like
the White Fox , this beer has
g ive the beers a try .
W h e n I c r u i s e d i n t o a nutty scent to it , b u t w i t h
Joka 's to see what kind of more of a coffee tinge , maka selection they had to of- ing it a bit more i n t r ig u i n g.
fer me , I was h a p p y to see The flavor is excellent , and
t h a t this was not j u s t a lives up to my expectations
singl e brew c o m p a n y . 1 of a B r o w n Ale , w i th a
f o u n d four , y e a h , count creamy, n u t t y , toasted fla'em f o u r s e p a r a t e brews vor. T h e bod y i s very
j u s t w a i t i n g to be ex- smooth , superbl y balanced ,
p l o r e d . A l o n g w i t h t h e and a little on the thick side ,
N u t Br.own Ale , there was b u t p leasantl y so. It has a
t h e W h i t e Fox Ale , the strong, yet almost p er f e c t
Somerset Lager , and the flavor which translates into
OPB O k t o b e r f e s l brews. a great brew. I am increasA f t e r t a s t i n g all fou r of ing l y surprised that I had
these brews , I am happy not heard of this magnificent
to say that I am quite posi- beer before this.
tive tha i this y ou n g brewSOMERSET LAGER This
ery w i l l be a r o u n d for
p a r t i c ul a r brew seems
q u i t e some time to come. to have a somewhat generic

aroma to it , w i t h nothing
bold or striking about it.
The first t h i n g t h a t I noticed was that it was ext r e m e l y c a r b o n a t e d , almost a n n o y i n g l y so. The
f l a v o r is d i s ap p o i n t i n g ,
but I t h i n k t h a t ' s because
t h e brew is so carbonated
I hal f expect i t to t as t e l i ke
champagne. The flavor is
sl i gh t ly metallic , and a
little too bold for this lager. Althoug h this is not
the b est of the b unch , it i s
still far from a bad brew.
Oktoberfesl - This brew
has very li ttle aroma , if
any can be found , and my
firs t impression of the flavor was that it tasted like
a steak. I don 't why, but i t
did taste like a steak. The
flavor is somewhat similar to the Nut Brown Ale,
and it has a very creamy
and s m o o t h b o d y . It is
definitel y a good beer , but
lacking the individuality
that the White Fox and the
N u t Brown had. As more
of the b e v e r a g e is consumed , a slightly toasted

flavor seems to grow , a

p l e a s a n t s u r p r i s e . The
more this is consumed , the
b e t t e r the beer ge ts. Its
creamy body and smooth
flavor become pleasantl y
familiar. Overall , I would
h a v e to give this one a
' very yummy " r a t i ng , but
I t h i n k I would still prefer
the White Fox or the Nut
Brown.?

Computer Music Concert to
be held in Given
Oberlin College 's Head of Technology in Music and Related
Arts, Gary Lee Nelson, will present a lecture and recital titled
"Mathematical Models for Musical Composition" in Given Auditorium on Friday, Oct. 24. The program will begin at 4 p.m. and is free
of charge. Nelson will play pieces that involve performer/ computer
interaction, including real-time performer-controlled computer
graphics. (DM)

Casco Bay Tummlers will
introduce Klezmer to Colby
Klezmer music band, The Casco Bay Tummlers will appear at 8
p.m. on October 24, in Lorimer Chapel free of charge. In Yiddish,
"tummler" means "a maker of joyful chaos." While the musicianship of the six Casco Bay Tummlers is anything but chaotic, the term
captures the jubilant energy of theKlezmer music they play. The core
of their material comes from celebratory dances but also includes
songs from Yiddish theater, Yiddish swing, songs from the Holocaust, odd-meter Balkan tunes, Israeli dances and original material
in the Klezmer tradition. Originally produced as music for life-cycle
events-weddings,bar mitzvahs and holidays,Klezmer is the secular
music of Jewish culture rooted in Eastern Europe and has been
influenced by American jazz and European folk music.The performance at Colby is part of the Music at Colby concert series and
Colby's annual homecoming celebration. (DM)

PEQ UOD, continued from page 10
of-consciousness exercise unrelated
to any of her personal experiences,
in which a woman goes through a
day of errands and then is informed
that she is pregnant.
The remainder of Blauch's poems treated the subjects of sex and
love on a number of different levels
of varying complexity. The poet said
that college students, or perhaps
human beings in general, "enjoy
writing about sex." Two of her poems used a nice correlation between
nature and sex, a leaf sighs like a
woman in love in "Maple: Camden,
Maine" and, in "Lust," hair is described as "crushed moss."An other
poem, "Itch" got the whole audience laughing an d Blauch declared,
"I suppose Freud would say I have
penis envy." Finally, Blauch ended

with a beautiful poem called
"Thoughts after spending the night
with a friend," in which she says,
"you left him a million times in a
row" and talked about the alignment of the friend s' buildings as
"some kind of modern Stonehenge."
Enjoya ble as it was, why more
Colby students were not at this
Pequod reading is incomprehensible. The Pequod editors want to
urge students to come check out
the talent at these readings "instead of watching Fn'enrfs..." Oliver
Griswold '99 says with a laugh.
Also, interested contributors are reminded that the deadline for submissions to the autumn issue of
The Pequod is 12 am on November
3. Submission baskets will be in
Miller Library.Q

Thursday, Oct. 23: 7:00 p.m. Mocktail
Party in the Spa. Enjoy a mocktail
withdiscounted pizza and nachos.
9:00 p.m. Drag Show in the Spa.
Friday, Oct 24: 8:30 p.m. Barn Dance,
Foss Dining Hall. Featuring "Old Grey
Goose" and a Colby-style square dance.

Sunda y, Oct 26: 7:30 p.m. Pizza Party,
Spa. Participants in the CSNAP Challenge can celebrate their accomplishment.

Women's XC finishes
sixteenth in New England
BY MATT APUZZO
Sports Editor

The Colby women's cross country team finished 16th out of a field
of 37 teams at the Open New England Meet at Franklin Park in Boston, last Friday. This was an exciting place to finish for the women,
who's goal was to finish in the twenties in this field of highly competitive New England teams.
Helping to exceed the team's
expectations was the team's leader
and captain Farrell Burns '98. Burns
finished 50th overall with a time of
18:32, under two minutes behind
the winning runner from Boston
College, a Division I school.
Other Colby finishers rounding
off the field were Elizabeth
Haeussler '00, who finished 126th,
Amy Montemerlo '99 at 128th,
Christine Kennedy '98 at 130th,and
Laurie Roberts '99 who finished in a
time of 19:45,placing her at the 140th

spot.
For a team that has struggled in
earlier meets, this race comes as a
definate confidence booster. The
women finished one place in front
of NESCAC rival Williams,who was
seen as a regional powerhouse coming into the race.
Everyone seems pleased about
the finish, and the team is looking
toward the Bowdoin Invitational
this Saturday. However, the team
still is looking to place a number
two and three finisher higher up
after Burns, who is obviously the
anchor of the team. The women have
been stepping it up as of late,pushing themselves as their season peaks.
There has been considerable improvement since the M.I.T. Invitational two weeks ago at Franklin
Park. With a young squad comprised of promising athletes, there
is little doubt that the improvement
will continue throughout the season and into the future for Colby
cross country .?

We all about baseb all
BY ROBERT TARLOCK
StaffWriter

Well kids,October is here and is
in full effect baby. Yeah you know
boy, changin of the leaves, crispy
morning air, midterms, and the
World Series of Baseball ya know!
Word up kid! That long and gru esome season is over. All of you
guys out here who watched your
beloved Yankees and Orioles fall,
don't cry, dry your eye. I watched
my beloved Cubbies lose their first
fourteen games and struggle to the
worst record inbaseball. You know
what kid, I still got nothin' but love
for my boys of summer.
However, it is time to put your
love for your team on hold, unless
you hail from Florida or Ohio,cause
we all in this now. Nuff said Joe.
The World Series, all of u s pu t our
logic work to rest, do our physics
dur ing t he pregame, and stud y for
our language test during the seventh inning stretch. Damn, the
gra d es m ight get st ank , but yo, it is
the series of the world. Personally,
I think the NL is cold, but those
fools from Cleveland can br ing t he
raucos like a phat Busta Rhymes
cut.
If y 'all don't know wha t 's goin'
on th is week in Cleveland , I w ill f ill
you in. These men cold kicked ass
dur ing the season and massed mad
sk illz t o put themselves in to th e
playoffs. We all saw the dramatic
flare of the great battle in the East
an d West , and the boyz from
Florida jizammed. My boy Charles
Johnson is hotter than a Tampa Bay
Hea t wave, kid, The man has not
comm it t ed an error the last two
seasons an d has more gold en gloves
than Michael Jackson. Not only can
CJ check you on D, the man has
offensive bile like a pitbull. Did

you see that shot in game o-n-e, my
man jacked that ball like a looter in
a riot.
On the real tip though, the Series is a great time for you to bond
with your friends, your hallmates
or some guys or girls you ain't never
seen.Take it upon yourself to throw
a set for the biznoys. Games last for
nine innings, that is a long time to
toss some die or cold kick it, kid.
Everyone wants to watch the game
and you can provide a friendl y and
fun atmosphere for them to watch.
Wouldn't it be great to wake up
Saturday morning knowing your
t eam won, rather than fighting off
a terrible hangover nastier than a
Orel Hershieser slider.
This weekend, when the
Alumni of this fine institution are
up here for homecoming, take
them with you to a World Series
party. No one can spit analysis
like my man Bob Cost a s, an d I
kn ow y 'all can reminisce about the
days when Bob Uecker was all up
on Mr. Belvedere. Baseball is large
is what this all amounts to. Now,
when you get the World Series,
baseball st ra igh t blows up kid.
Check it! I know it don 't soun d
good,bu t TV is good for you when
baseball is on. On the real G, y 'all
better be tuned to NBC.
It's all about fun in this piece.
Peace and love in the '97 is wha t I
am about , and so is the World Series. It is about men being men,
spittin, snort in ,screamin, scratchin.
It makes us all feel like we dr ive a
p ickup t ruck, ea t lots of red mea t,
and wipe our ass with our draws.
Th is year 's series is gonna be pha t
kid , sp i ci er than t he ch i cken
j umbalaya in Foss, Throw it up for
the Marlins or the Indians, but just
throw it up. Do whats you must,
but be real. We all ab<. it love, we
all about the World Serios.Q

MEN'S X-C, continued f rom pag e 24
the meet. "I think we are reall y
starting to gel well , and I' m excited about how th is team is
coming along."
The Colby harriers look to be
peaking al jus t the rig ht point in
the season. With the bi g meets
up on them , the squad hns been
showing the necessary improve-

ment to do well at these meets,
The Mules are looking ahead to
the NESCAC championship
meet on November 1st, and then
the ECAC and Division 111 meets
after that . If this past weekend' s
performances arcany indication ,
Colby should do well at these
important meets.Q

No negotiatin g!
to buy me out so they never see
my face again, they still have to
pony us some dough.
Now let's say (in some surreal fantasy world) I scored 70
goals in my rookie season, and
won virtually every trophy available. I may say to myself that I'm
worth a lot more than two million a year. Every team in the
league covets me. I decide I want
ten million instead of the two I
agreed to for the following season, and unless I get it, I'm not
going to show. What's the team
going to do?
I think the team should sue
me for breach of contract and
drag my lying, thieving agent
down with me. I made an honest
deal securing my future for two
seasons , and I have failed to
honor it. I have shown bad faith
in negotiating, and I should be
held accountable.
Sports teams have allowed
themselves to be intimidated by
their own employees into what I
would call blackmail. These players want their cake (long term
security) and eat it too (pro-rated
salaries.) To me this is an act of
grossl y poor sportsmanship,and
tells me that all they care about is
money. Maybe I'm still naive, but
I find it awfull y difficult to cheer
for these players. And if people
like me become disillusioned in
growing numbers, maybe some
of these athletes may have to go
find real-paying jobs someday.?

for security. The team keeps a
p layer for an extended period ,
while the player is assured of a fat
pay check. This means regardless
of injuries or poor play, he will still
be paid his full contract for as long
as it lasts (in many cases, even if he
retires.) Just who is anybody to decide in the middle of a contract that
what they've got isn't enough, and

BY MIKE TRUMAN
Editor-in-Chief

As a hockey fan, I was spared
the agony that baseball fans have
endured for decades-contract
disputes. In the old days (the 80s),
hockey players pretty much took
what was offered them. The salaries were never disclosed, so no
one knew what anyone else was
getting. Clearly this was wrong
as the players were being
screwed, but some of the tactics
players use today make me nostalgic.
Let's get this straight. I'm a
player's fan. I believe the' athlete
should make the big dollars as
long as the fans are willing to pay
the big dollars. If a team is making
$50 million in profit, then the payroll ought to be sky-high. Why ?
Because I. watch sporting events
for the players, not the owners,
who more often than not hurt
teams more than they help them.
(George Steinbrenner anyone?)
What does irk me is when a
player decides he wants more
money-whilehe's still under contract. There used to be a time in
America when a deal was a deal.
If an athlete signs a five year deal
for ten million dollars, he should
of course honor it, no matter how
much salaries inflate in the time
period.
One of the reasons players and
teams agree to long term deals is

until they get what's enough ,
they're not going to play?
Owners are at a disadvantage.
Take this example. Let's say the
Colorado Avalanche were to sign,
oh...let's say me, to a two year deal
for four million dollars. I mean why
not? I'm knowledgeable, energetic,
and drooling at the money. Unfortunately, I seem to lack skill. During the first year of my contract, I
score only one goal, and that happens when the puck deflects off of
my head into the net. Clearly I was
a bad investment. However, Colorado still has to pay me another
two million the following year,even
though I was absolutely terrible
the previous year. Even if they want
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Congrat ulat ions to Cahones , 1997 N
HPIAV Soccer Champs!

Week #1 Flag Football Players of the Week ;

Offense: Doug Comeau , Averill Addicts . Option Q.B . carved up the Dana
Secondary in Averill's Romp
Defense: Pat Gallacher , BSB. Hefty defensive tackle used combination of
raw strength and toughness to wreak havoc in Natural Lightning 's
backfield.

Week #1 Flag Football Co-Referees of the Week:

i Early Games: J esse Hurley

Late Gaines : J ohn Hiltz J

H

Footb all dro ps fifth strai ght at Hamilt on
BY MATTAPUZZO
Sports Editor

Satiirday'sbigfootbaUmatchuppitted your
Colby WWteMulesagainsttheHamiltonContinentals in a tongue in cheek "clash of the
titans"in Clinton,NewYork. With both teams
winless going into the game,it looked as if this
game would be as evenly matched as any in
the NESCAC. Unfortunately, it would be the
Continentals that proved the best of the worst
in this contest, as Colby fell to the home team
28-0.

Colby opened the game witha strong drive
behind the arm of quarterback Matt Smith '00.
Smith, starting in the first game of his career,
looked impressive by all accounts, making
moves in and out of the pocket, and finding
receivers consistently. Chris Ryan '00 was a
favorite receiver for Smith on this drive, find-

ing holes in the defense, and getting open in
the flats. However, once inside the red-zone,
the Mules offense could not produce a touchdown. After an Andrew Tripp '01 field goal
attempt sailed wide, the Continentals took
over.
Quarterback RobbiePeters passed the ball
frequently, and was evasive in the backfield,
as he scrambled for the first touchdown of the
game,giving Hamilton the lead, 7-0.
The Colby offense was hurt by an early
injury to Ryan,whowentdownand washelped
off of the field after a long injury time-out in
which trainers appeared to examine his right
ankle. The loss of Ryan to the passing game
hindered the Mules' offense,which continued
its problems inside the twenty yard line, failing to scorein each of the threetimes they were
there in the first half.
Defensively, the Mules did a good job of
adapting to their first exposure to a no-huddle

offense this season, with the linebacking core
of James Scribner '99, Aaron Whitmore '99,
and Andrew Drude '98 pressuring Peters in
the backfield often.
Itlooked as if itwas anybody's game going
into the lockeroom at half-time. However, in
theblinkof an eye,Colby trailed 21-0moments
into the third quarter. Just over two minutes
into the half, Peters found Kelby Velenti in the
endzone for an eleven yard touchdown. On
the next drive,Smith's pass was deflected into
the hands of Hamilton defender Kyle Bennett
who set up anotherPeters-Valenti touchdown
from 3? varHs nut.

The Colby offense moved the ball, but still
was unableto score,evenbehind a 37yard run
by Brian Souza '01. Souza finished with 71
yards to lead all runners in the game, just
above the 68 yards racked up by Colby's Thomas Keblin '00. The Mules netted more yards
than the Continentals, but they just couldn't

put points on the board.
OverallitwasadismaloutingfortheMules,
who amassed almost 70 yards in penalties,
many in critical situations. However, Smith's
performance was commendable for a firsttime starter, and the young Colby defensive
secondary looked better against the long pass.
With their 0-5 start, the Mules are in the
same situation as they were last year. With
Bates, Tufts, and Bowdoin still on the agenda,
Colby could still finish 3-5with a CBBtitle: the
sameway they finished last season. However,
with 9 consecutive quarters behind them in
which they have failed to score a point, the
Mules will need to play strong against each of
these competitors. The annual homecoming
game is this Saturday at 1 p.m. against the
Bates Bobcats at home at SeavernsField. The
Bobcats have been as equally unsuccessful as
the Mules,and within-statebragging rights on
the line, expect the game to be intense.Q

Women's volleyball
comes up short in
Why NCAA's when we have NESCAC?
NESCAC tourne y
national tournament is not a competition of the best teams.Rather,it
is the competition between an artificial grouping of schools that have
some common similarities in their
athletic policies. But in reality, we
have little in common with New
York University or Wisconsin-Eau
Claire, both of whom compete in
Division III.
So, if we are going to attempt to
be not the "best" in the country,
why not compete in a division in
which we can compare our athletic
skills with schools that actually do
have similarities with us: the
NESCAC.
Last winter, I drove seven hours
in the snow to watch the ECAC
championship men's hockey game.
It was an intense battle with arch
rival Bowdoin. However, even
though it was a battle between two
teams from Maine, the game was
played in Norwich, VT. Only a
handful of fans were there to witness the biggest hockey game of
the season. Imagine the turnout if
this game was played here at Colby,
or even at Bowdoin with everything on the line,the winner taking
home the NESCAC cup. That's
what Cotter wants to see, and I
can't blame him.
I think that as a competitive athlete, the goal is obviously to be the
best that one can be. However. I
think each athlete can realize that
goal without traveling to Virginia
to compete in a tournament in
which any NESCAC team will
likely be eliminated early on in the
week. This is not meant to belittle
our sports teams. This claim is
based solely on the amount of
money given to athleticscholarship
recipients at tne bigger universities, the special attention and corisiderationsathletes receive,and the
overall size of the competing universities.. Wouldn't, competing be
motefu n if you could play and win
a meaning f ul tournament in which

BY MATT APUZZO
Sports Editor

Decisions, decisions, decisions. To NCAA or not to NCAA,
that is the question. Whether it is
nobler to compete and be purnmeled in Division III or to stick to
the conventional wisdom of the
NESCAC. What a lofty question
we have before us. But fear not.
As usual, I have an opinion.
I support the ideals of the
NESCAC. I believe that academics take priority over sports, and
I think that making special considerations for athletes is not a
policy that has any place in this
conference.
However, I am a sports fan. I
have been to a wide variety of
sporting events here on Mayflower Hill, and many away. I
know the blood and sweat that
goes into each season and understand the desire to push for high
levels of success.
With those two sides of my
personality recognized, I have
come to the decision that the best
thing for Colby College is the replacement of Division III postseason play with a NESCAC tournament. While my stance is quite
controversial, I wholeheartedly
believe it serves the best interests
of The College.
It is nothing short of ludicrous
to hear the outcries from athletes
and coaches preaching "We wa n t
to compete against the best!" It is
obvious that no sports teams at
Colby want to' compet e against
triebest teams in the nation. How
would our basketball team fare
aga inst Duke? Could our soccer
team rival UCLA? Obviously not,
but th at is why we don't compete
in Division I. "We do not buy our
players"as President Cotter said.
And so, pitt ing our teams against
NCAA Division III teams in a

a thousand of your fans rush the
field upon victory?
Some may argue that the
ECAC serves this purpose. Not
so. With the ability to opt for
NCAA tournaments, the ECAC
has become nothing short of a
consolation for many NESCAC
schools. I have yet to talk to any
president of a NESCAC college
that really thought the ECAC was
a good place to be.
I would be in favor of, if the
idea was proposed , allowing the
NESCAC champion to advance
to NCAA tournament play. HoweVer,T frnniyjbejieye in the idea
that sports post-Seaon shoulcLnot
interfere with our finals. Cotter
expressed concern that doing so
would put the faculty of the College in the awkward situation of
deciding whether or not to make
exceptions for sucessful athletes.
If it could be arrangedso that advancing to a national tournament
after NESCACs would not interfere with finals, I'm all for it.
Regardless of thedecision,the
final policy must be all-encompassing. For the past six years,
football teams have played grueling seasons with ho hope of
advancing, and that is not right.
NESCAC tournaments should include all teams,and if the decision is made to allow the
NESCAC champion to enter national play> football should be included too.
President Cotter 'has the
school's best interestsTin mind
heading to the NESCAC meeting
this winter. I am confident that
he will push hard for the agreement that fits in best with Colby's
academic and athletic philosophies, while giving the athlete
the most enjoyment possible in
their four years on Mayflower
Hill. All indications seem to point
to NESCAC t ournaments as the
answer.Q
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BY BECKY SCHECHTER
Staff Writer

WhilemostColby studentswere
preparing to leave for home and
various places on Friday afternoon
of Fall Break, the Women's volleyball team was embarking on a five
hou* journey to Wesleyan for the
NESCAC Satellite tournament.
Coming off of an outstanding win
at the University of New England,
3-1,Colby had a disappointing performance at the tournament, losing to ,Wesleyan and Williams.
The tournament was frustrating because the team had been improving steadily, with a win against
Bates and good playing at the Bates
Round Robin over the past two
weeks.
In addition, Colby had actually
defeated Wesleyan before at the
M.I.T. Invitational 3-0, but that
would not be the case this time, as
Wesleyan rolled through three
straight games. The women did not
seem to have their heads in the
game, and Wesleyan tpok full ad-
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vantage, beating the White Mules
soundly 12-15,14-16,1-15. Co-captain Jackie Bates '98 continued her
reliably good play with 8 kills and
16 digs. Kirsten Stoller '99 had 6
kills and 5 digs, while co-captain
Randi Martin '99 had 6 kills, 1.3
digs and 2 blocks.
Colby played a little better in
the second match against Williams,
a historically tough opponent.
Nonetheless, the women again
dropped three straight sets, 2-15,
10-15,5-15. Bates had 6 kills and 11
digs.
The volleyball team has now
completed their season, and entered the postseason. The outcome
of the Satellite tournament determines the ranking for the NESCAC
Championship tournament at the
end of the season. Colby's poor
performance will probably result
in a low and therefore tough rankinSHowever, the women hope tb
improve their 13-11 record and do
well in the Maine State tournament at Colby over Parents'
Weekend.Q

Can Eat American/Italian Buffet

14 Silver St; • Waterville * 872-9887 Servin g5^8
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
The Women's Basketball Coaches Association (WBCA) released the 2997 Academic Top-25 Team
Honor Roll, which ranks the NCAA Division III teams by grade point averages for the 1996-97 season.
In this year's poll,the Colby women ranked 19th overall in the country with a 3.398 team average. Colby
was the only NESCAC team to be ranked in the top 25.
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY
After winning the ECAC Tournament Championship last season with a win over Bowdoin, the
Colby men's ice hockey enters the 1997-98 season ranked sixth in the ECAC. Pollsters may have
overlooked the fact that the Mules took the win in all 3 games against Bowdoin last season,as the Polar
Bears received a pre-season ranking of 3. The Middlebury Panthers took the top seed in the poll. Other
ranked NESCAC teams were Williams (4), Hamilton (5), Amherst (7), Trinity (13), Conn. College (14),
and Wesleyan (20).
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY
In the 1997-98 ECAC Women's Ice Hockey League Coaches Pre-season Poll, Colby is ranked eighth,
behind first place Northeastern and second place UNH.
ECAC ALL-STAR HOCKEY
In a fundraising game, the USA National Women's Ice Hockey Team played its first game in the US
against the ECAC All-Stars. America's team beat the ECAC team 10-1, with the ECAC's only goal
coming from Colby's Shannon Kennedy '00. Also playing in the game were Ann Mortenson '98 for the
All-Stars, and recent Colby graduate Barb Gordon '97 who was playing for the USA team.

Coxswains come up big for crew
BY MATT APUZZO
Sports Editor

At the annual Head of the
Charles race last weekend in Cambridge, Massachusetts, Colby rowers came out of the water satisfied
with their performance. With tough
competition abounding, the Colby
teams performed well under the
much welcomed clear skies of Massachusetts.
The men's team finished 33rd
out of a field of 75 boats. Coach
Mark Davis was satisfied with the
finish^ saying "While" some may
have wanted to do a little better,I'm

happy with how we finished up."
The boatcompetingfor theColby
men was not the fastest boat the
team could field , but due to last
year's performance, some rowers
were ineligible for the race. Davis
looked to coxswain Alex Bahn '00as
the leader of the team, as he performed well in his first appearance
on the Charles.
On the women's side, the team
finished 26th out of 65 teams, a finish Davis was very pleased with.
"We're gaining time on the competition. And while some teams are
still ahead of us,we're getting faster,
and cutting into their lead.''
Like Bahn for the men's team,

the women were impressed with
theperformance of coxswain Karen
Lee '00 who was also making her
first showing at the annual race.
"The Charles is known as the
'coxswain's race' because it is so
difficult,"said Davis. "It wasa great
learning experience for our coxswains,and we got to see some good
things from them."
The team's final race of the season comes this Saturday at the MIT
Invitational. Both squads will be
returning to Cambridge for that race
as they round up thef all.From there,
the teams will set their sights on the
spring season and their success
therein.Q

CLASSIFIED ADVERTI SING
Learn to become a Licenced Massage
Therapist with American Medical Technology, Inc. Massage School in Oakland. Now
accepting applications! Classes begin: November & February (day/night classes available). Six month course, only $2995.00.
Special Limited Time Offer. Payment plan
available. Reserve your spot for this class
now! For complete information, call 4654600.
Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS!!
Absolute Best SPRING BREAK Packages
available!! INDIVIDUALS,student ORGANIZATIONS, or small GROUPS wanted!! Call
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at 1-800327-6013 or http://www.icpt.com
EARN $750-$1500/WEEK Raise all the
mone y your grou p needs by s ponsor ing a
V ISA Fundraiser on your campus. No investment & very little time needed. There's
no obligation, so why not call for information today.Call 1-800-323-8454 x 95.

REAPPEARANCES Clothing, Apparel,Accessories,Vintage, Et Cetera on Consignment & Resale. Downtown Hallowell, 110
WaterStreet. Phone: (207) 621-0287 Hours:
Tues-Sat 10 a.m.- 5:30 p.m. Thursday 10
a.m.-7p.m.
FREE T-SHIRT +$1000 Credit Card
fundraisers for fraternities, sororities &
groups.Any campus organization can raise
up to $1000 by earning a whopping $5.00/
VISA application. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext
65. Qualified callers receive FREE T-SHIRT.
"SPRING BREAK '98**
Free food and drinks! Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica and Florida from just $399. Organize a small group and travel FREE! Highest commissions and lowest prices guaranteed. Call Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus representative (800) 574-7577
www.surfandsuntours.com

*** EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH ***

CLASS TRAVEL needs students to promote
Spring Break 1998! Sell 15 trips & travel free!
Highly mot ivated st uden ts can earn a f ree
Nov. 30. Organize a group-travel free. Call trip & over $10,000! Choose Cancun , Bafor Details and free brochure. Call 1 (888) hamas,Mazatlan ,Jamaica or Florida! North
Ame rica 's larges t student tour o perator! Call
SPRING BREAK Today!
NowM-800-838-6411
AGENTS • NO EXPERIENCE
Company Expanding - $12-18 hr. + Bo- SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches ,
nuses . Send BASE for Det ails to:
Cadillacs , Chevys ,BMW's, Corvettes. Also
Interna t ional
Jeeps ,4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free 1-8001375 Coney Island Ave., Ste, 427
218-9000 EXT.A-10854 for current listings.
Brooklyn,NY 11230

RELIABLE SPRING BREAK TOURS
Bahamas , Cancun & Ski Trips! FREE
FOOD & FREE DRINKS! Sign up before

Women's tennis fal ls to in-state rival Bowdoin.

Echo file photo

Women 's tennis
overmatched
against Bowdoin
BY MATTHEW WHITE
Contributing Writer

doubles tandem of Jessie Anderson
'98 and Chea played relentless tennis before losing in a tiebraker. Lisa
Mark '01also played effectivel y but
was unable to secure a victory and
fell, 7-5,6-2.
Although disappointed in her
team's play, Silbersher seemed to
realize that Bowdoin was simply
too powerful. "Bowdoin is really
stacked and a lot of their players
come with that kind of power and
ifs hard to work up to that during
the season and prevail. We just
didn't have the stuff ," said
Silbersher.
The mules are now gearing up
for New England's which begin on
Friday. Twenty-five teams from the
Northeast will becompeting in this
tournament for rankings, honor,
and pride, and Colby will be looking to finish the '97 season on a high

After a disappointing finish in
the ITA Rolex Regional Championship two weeks ago, the Colby
women's tennis team traveled to
Bowdoin over the weekend for a
dual match against their in-state rivals. Despitethereturn ofKimChea
'99 (#2 singles), the white mules
were no match for the ravenous
Polar Bears as Bowdoin won 9-0.
Despite the resounding overall
loss and playing on an unfamiliar
surface (clay), Colby definitel y had
its chances. As coach Erica
Silbersher put it, "several of the
matches could have gone our way".
Freshman sensation Yoki Kodera
'01 (#5 singles) pushed her opponent to three sets before eventually
falling, 3-6, 7-6, 2-6, and the #1 note.Q

MAINE-LY DAY TRIPS

15 Passenger van for hlra • 873-7885

Moose Wat ch, Greenville,ME
Sunday , Oct. 26th $15.00
Your Plan ,Our Van!!

Form vour own erouo or ioln one of ours.
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Plymouth State hopeless as
the Men's ru ggers roll on
BY MARTIN ELWELL
Contributing Writer

This weekend the Colby men's
ruggers travelled to Plymouth
State to take on the Panthers. Plymouth State came out fired up,
and on the ensuing kick of f ,
p u shed the supris ed Colby team
to the try-line. Colby held th em
off with an impressive defensive
front, and ba tt led down t h e f iel d
with excellent rucking and mauling. Colby 's first try was scored
by Geoff Starr '00 and assisted by
Brad Sicchitano '99.
Although
y
David Normoyle 0.0 missed his
first kick of the game, he kicked a
three-point conversion soon after
to make the score 8-0 Colby. Colby
scored two more tries in the first
half with both Keith Phifer '98
and Ben Heneveld '00 diving for
tries. Dave Normoyle was nearly
perfect in the game, missing only
his first kick of the day and his
last, an impressive strike from the
left side of the field which fell
inches short of the crossbar.
The second half was much the
same as Chris Mayaka'99 and
Phifer rumbled into the endzone
for two more tries to seal the game
37-0 in favor of the Mules. Man of
the match goes to David

. Echo photo by Kristina Smith

Gra h am Nelson '98

Nelson has been absolutely unbeatable in the goal in the past three
games for the Men's soccer team. In each of those contests, he has
posted shutouts. Last Saturday, on the turf in Hamilton, he stopped
eight shots en route to the team's 1-0 win.

Wilson . Evel^j iy&9

**

IgllpSpBfending scorer,McEwen scored the only goal in the
game for the Men's soccer team last weekendat Hamilton. That
would prove to be enough, however,as fteMule&fgn again, 1-0.

Regular Sweats:

ll|Mk
strong team
Even though the Women's volleyball
dropped two games
last weekemL|^^^^g|hjDut
playing from Kites.Finishing the to^liallinlwi^9ffis^^W|itp^^ead4he team.

Available in purp le, navy, royal , red, black , Dartmouth green.
Embroidery available .
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WERE $70.00 NOW $55.95

competition does not remain the look into the issue, There has
policy oi the NESCAC. These been no mention of leaving the
rumors are not factuall y based conference by any president. In
in any way. Dr. Harry Payne of fact the issue has not come up in
Williams has been speaking any circles other than the rumor
with the studen t body, as well as mill,
It will take nine of the eleven
the captains of the sports teams,
for weeks now, searching for the votes by the presidents to enact
best situation for Williams. Due any decision. If the group canto the success of the Ephs' sports not come to that consensus , the
teams, there is obviousl y a push status quo situation will become
from the student body to vote the rule. Regardless of what hapfor a continuation of the experi- pens , this issue is as controverment or a change to the NESCAC sial as it is complex and it is
constitution. McCardell is do- . obvious that even after it is deing the same at Middlebury, ap- cided , it will be far from put to
' pointin g a special committee to . wst Qw/y; .. n .J . 'V t ? - <^,xi
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Jackie Bates '98

'

(L-r) : Geoff Starr '00, David Burke '99, and Keith Phifer '99 J.
Normoyle who at his debut as a sional opponents and have posted
fleet-footed fly-half set the tone three shutouts in four games infor the game with his brilliant cluding the Plymouth State blowkicking and tackling. Also honor- out. Next weekend, the Colby
able mention goes out to Phifer men's ruggers play University of
for almost getting a hat trick but Maine Farmington to seal their
who was robbed by the referee, post season hopes. The Men's
and to John Bishop '99 for his ruggers are 4-0 with one game
humorous sportsmanship.
remaining and Farmington comes
The men 's ruggers have to Waterville with a 4-1 record
amassed a plus 135 point differ- looking to avenge last seasons 51ential between the other divi- O loss.Q

A shipment of Flannel Lined
Nylon Sweat s by: ^ J BHH | '

In his best race qf . thjliifason for the Men's cross country team,
Everhart was impressiJlfiast weekend at the Mew England Championships. He finished the 5 mile course with a i-core of 25;48.
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Field hockey gets ru g burn
on Hamilton turf
. BY KE VIN THURSTON
Asst. Sports Editor
Any way you break it down, it
all comes back to one common
denominator. Frustration.
The Colby field hockey team
endured an eight hour bus ride, a
fired up Parent's Weekend crowd
and an overtime battle only to
lose to Hamilton College in
Clinton, NY, 2-1. The win was
only the second of the season for
the Continentals, while the loss
ruined a chance at a .500 campaign for Colby.
The game was scoreless after
one half.
In the second stanza,Hamilton
broke through early in the period
by notching a goal to put them up
1-0. The Mules came back and
tied it up moments later when tricaptain Betsy Metcalfe '98 found
Emi Domeko-Reilly '01 in front of
the circle.
The score remained deadlocked

at 1-1 at the end of regulation.
Colby appeared to have the
edge in momentum heading into
overtime, as the Mules sustained
a staunch defensive effort in the
late stages of the second half.
However, within the first 20 seconds of the extra period , Colby's
hope of riding that wave to victory was quickly dashed.
The Mules controlled the initial pass back of overtime but forfeited possession after a Hamilton
mid-fielder intercepted it. The
turnover created a three-on-one
opportunity for the Continentals,
who subsequently cashed in on
the Colby error by knocking the
game-winner past Mules' goalie
Jane Stevens '01.
"Defensively, our marking

was strong,"said tri-captain Erika
Ayers "98. "But unfortunately we
had a couple of key lapses which
allowed them to score."
The heartbreaking defeat left
Colby dejected after a tiring contest played on a quick astro-turf
surface.
"The turf really was a huge
advantage for them. We had only
practiced a few times on it. It
makes the game a lot faster than
on grass," said Ayers.
Colby coach Heidi Godomsky
assessed the loss by citing a general lack of consistent play-making, by the team.
"It was an extremely disappointing loss. We have no one
stepping up for us. We played
well, but not great for a full 70
minutes. That's what we need in
order for us to win, said
Godomsky.
The loss drops the Mules' overall record to 3-7.
Colby next plays arch-rival
Bates on Saturday at home.Q

to let up.
Aggressive tackling by Melissa
Maclin '98, Michelle Medeiros '99,
and Katherine Johnson '00 helped to
keep Orono on their half of the field
for the duration of the match. Teamwork at its best was illustrated with
each by as Ihe Mules pushed the ball
up the field and scored mercilessly
again and again. The first try came 15
mmutesmtomefirsthalfwifhjohnson
breaking through almost untouched
by the weak Maine defense. The second try came early in the second half
when AmieJoseph '98 ran the ball in
from ten yards out.
Colby played an amazing game
despite the best efforts of the Maine
coachwhowasdetermined toref eree
the game and coach Maine as well as
Colby. The coach, who is a Colby
graduate, gave much unwanted instruction to the Mule scrum. It was to
no avail because the Mules managed

to not only demolish the Black Bears,
but also played a man down in the
scrum for the remammg four minutesofthefirsthalf,when Maclinwas
temporarily sidelined due to a serious hand injury.
h^piratipralandenergeticcoachirij *Ity Facility:Peuowol;Bii^bgy,Bi]l
Lemon,has helped anchor and drive
the Mules over theobstaclesof injury
and the prospect of toughmatches to
come. Due to his nine words of wisdom before every game'Tackle low,
look before you pass/and have fun,"
the Mules have learned to, morethan
ever work, together as a teamThe Mules have a home game
coming up this weekend against
Bates,whoiradiHonallyisnotasirong
team, and Colby feels very confident
about the remainder of their season.
Kick off is at 11:00a.m. Come out and
see real women play a real sport as
they humiliate the BobcatsO

Hamilton
Colby

2
. 1
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Echo file photo

Men's soccer continues its winning ways

Men
s
soccer
wins
y
ru
gb
improves
team
to
Women's
one the hard way
impressive record of 3-1
BY LYNDALL SCHUSTER
Contributing Writer

The combination of strong teamwork,untpuchableoffense,aridastellar defensive line proved to be successful;as:^fiyvbm
secured a 10-0 shut out over the University of Maine at Orono on Saturday, the second shutout in three
weeks. The first win came at home
against a much weaker Maine team
which Colby rolled oyer 27-0.
Despite this week s loss of key
players Alexis Azar '99, Courtney
Archambault '99, Amy Mason '98,
and Chrissie Marzano '00 due to illnessandinjury, Bsideplayersstepped
up to produce a new but effective
scrum. The Maine Black Bears were
muc^improvedfromtheirfirstmatch
and provided formidableopposition,
but the impenetrableMules refused
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'Welcome Back Colby Student s "

Tuesda y Night

Thursda y Night

College Night!!! Gome
Jam night with Paul
Joseph & the House Band Party with DJ E. Rock.
DrinkSp ecials:
$1.00 16oz. Red Dog Draft
$2.50 Samuel Adams Draft
$2.00 Jagermeister Shots

-o O T T B D

DrinkSp ecials:;
ALL 16pz. Micros & Imports $2.00
$1.00 16oz. Red Dog Draft
$2.00 Jagermeister Shots
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Frida y & Saturda y
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BY BECKY SCHECHTER
Staff Writer
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The Colb y men's soccer team '
continued its hard fought winning streak weekend, as Colby
defeated Hamilton last Saturday
in a nailbiter , 1-0. The past riyo
victories , coming/ against
UMaine '-Farmington
and
Mid dlebury, were also 1-0 wins.
The men sure
lik e to make
things exciting;
four out of their
Colby
nine games have
Hamilton
gone into overtime.
In response to the team's victory on Saturday, co-captai n Graham Nelson "98 said, "We pulled
another one out."
The Hamilt on game was an
example of the ongoing improvement in the transition play
between the offense and delanco

. "The play is not as choppy /'
explained Nelson. "It' smore aesthetically pleasing soccer. " The
center midfielder , co-cap tain
Andy Young '98 is the "transition
man/' continued Nelson. , "And
he's really stepping it up."
. The: game against the
NESCAC rival Continentals Was
"very rou gh and physical and on
a very poor field," co-captain Greg
Noblet '98 remarked on the, artificial surface in Clinton , New
York. However , "every body ad-

Qt
1oo main
Main at.
lut
Waterville
877-6620

justed well/'
The offense didn 't connect
unfillate inthe secondhaIf ,when
Ross McEwen '99 scored off an
assist from Mark Melander '99.
The goal isMcEwen's first of the
year after being the team's leading scorer last year.
Solid def ensive* play won
this game, however , with the
most spectacular play coming
from Matt Sawatzk y '99 ,
sweeper
Dakila Clark
'99, and goalk e e p e r
1
Nelson.
0
"The defense played
fantastic and just shut the other
team down," said Nelson, "It
made my job a lot easier. "
Nelson def init ely contributed
t owards "k eeping" the streak
alive, though ,Hamilton actually
outshot Colby 13-8, but Nelson
was impenetrable , bringing his
shutout streak to three consecutive games. Nelson had eight
saves,while the Hamilt on goalie
ha d seven.
Colby is "pri med for a huge
week," said Nelson, as they play
at Bowdoin on Wednesday and
against Bates at home on Saturday. ,, "We 're hoping t o , get
through with two wins."
As the team 's combinat ion of
solid teamwor k and finesse soccer has yielded great results so
far, there's no reason to believe
that they won't.Q

**
** Free Delivery
¦
Monday-Thursday 11 a.m. • 1 p.m & 5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. -1 p.m. &5 p.m.-11 p.m.
No Minimum For Colby

FREE:Ocean Spray fr uit drink or
20 oz. Pepsi Quick Slam

vith the purchaseof any footlongsub and a bag of chips.
STbt Valid with any other offer. Deliveries must state coupon during call-in.
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H [ • Men's soccer wins 3strai ght.
BgB See page 23 .
KB • Women's rugby rolls on. See
Efl page 23.
• For more on the NESCAC
EtJB post-season issue, see Offsides
B±B on page 20.
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GOAL LINE STANCE

NES CAC p residentsdebate f uture of conf erence
BY MATT APUZZO
Sports Editor

In the coming months, the future of Colby athletics approaches a precipice. This December, the presidents of the
NESCAC will meet to decide whether or not to continue to
allow NESCAC athletes to participate in NCAA Division III
post-season tournaments. The issue is complicated, with
strong arguments on both sides of the table.
In the original NESCAC contract,all post-season play was
decided to be viewed as "exceptional." Only individual athletes would be allowed to advance to national tournaments
after the regular season. Full teams would only be allowed to
compete in ECAC tournaments, never NCAA post-season.
The reasoning behind the contract was that sports should be
played for the enjoyment of the game,and that they should be
kept secondary to academics. However, in 1993, the presidents agreed on a three year experiment in which teams could
compete in NCAA tournaments as long as they.sdid not
interfere with academics, or continuejnore than eight days
past the end of the season. The experiment was then extended
another three years, meaning it expires at the end of the 1999
>
school year.
This winter, the presidents must decide what to do. Put
simply, there are four options on the table: continue the
experiment; return to the original agreement, meaning national tournaments would be eliminated; amend the NESCAC
constitution to allow national competition; or find some
compromise.
The first choice, extending the experiment/ is highly unlikely. Those colleges that support national competition want
the constitution amended. They have seen the results of the
experiment/and are ready to make a permanent decision on
the issue.Those colleges that do not want NCAA post-season
to remain,will obviously not want to continue the experiment
either.
With that option gone, the second possibility is to return
to the original agreement, in which post-season play would
consist of ECAC tournaments , and only individuals would
advance to nationals. According to Wesleyan President Douglas ]i Bennet, returning to the NESCAC princip les might
prevent institutions from becoming "enmeshed in the kind of
athletic 'arm s rac e' that has affected Ivy League universities. "
The major opposition of the status quo has come from
those school wishing to remain in NCAA competition , a third
option facing the presidents. Middlebury President John
McCardell spoke frankl y about the post-season experiment:
"We believe t ha t t he exper iment has done no harm , bu t has
been a considerable benefit. Students have had to compete
aga inst the best, and have done so wit hout harm t o their
academics."
, McCardell feels that there has been no dip in admissions
st an dards , or in academic production, and that if the possibility exists for these to occur, then it is the presidents that should
be able to prevent it. Furthermore / he went on to explain that
"real life requires people to balance compe ting claims on t heir
time. What better a preparation is there for life than a system
that requires students to balance compering claims bin their
time?"
Th is opinion is shared by Presiden t Evan Dobelle of
Tr inity, who added "Balancing finals and spor t s is a life
lesson. People learn qu ickly whet her or not they can handle
multiple tasks at once."
During the last meeting of t hcNE SCAC pres iden t s, Dobelle
proposed staying in the NCAA , eliminating the involvement
wit h the ECAC, and forming a play ing conference wit hin t he
NCAA. That idea was Seconded by Middlebury, bu t has yet
to be addressed . Here at Colby, Women 's Hockey a nd Soccer
coach J en Holsten said "If we're a school looking to strive for
excellence, then putting a cap on striving for excellence with
athletics is contrary to our mission statement ,., losing national possibilities would be a tremendous blow to Women's
Soccer, especially,"
,

Echo photo by Nathan Curtis

How much longer will the NCAAseal be
significant at Colby?^„ .... ..
This sentiment was echoed at Tufts, as President John
DiBaggio added "players enjoy the opportunity to compete
against those considered to be 'the best'." Such arguments
have led many to believe that national competition is the best
*
choice for the NESCAC schools.
There is, however, an opposition to this line of thinking,
and a compromise that is gaining popularity. President Cotter,as well as President Donald Harward of Bates,believe that
NESCACplayoffs are the best route for the conference to take.
Cotter argues that the national tournaments are not advantageous to Colby students. When asked if he agreed with
DiBaggio and Holsten , he replied " [with that rational], then
why not compete in Division I? Thafs where the real excellent
athletes are in this country.. , If you re ally wan t t o strive t o

compete with the best then we should be competing in
Division I." Cotter went on to explain that the goal of Colby
athletics is not to compete with thebest athletes,but rather to
compete with teams that hold a similar philosophy about
athletics as we do.
Under the proposed plan, NESCAC teams would participate in an all NESCAC tournament at the conclusion of the
season. Inistead of saying /We went off to some college we
never heard of before,and had one overnight,and none of our
fans were there/ Cotter wants to see a tournament held on a
local campus where the excitement level would be high, and
Colby fans could watch their team bring home a trophy.
This idea, like all of the others,has been challenged. It has
been speculated by some that it would make recruiting more
difficult, as not being able to compete in NCAA tournaments
might dissuade prospectivestudents from comingtoNESCAG
schools. However,Colby hockey coach James Tortorella commented "While every athlete has a goal of competing at the
highest level, the kids we're after, and who will eventually
choose Colby, aren't after simply a national tournament.
Colby has a rich tradition, within the NESCAC guidelines.
We have great facilities, great support, and contribute to.the
success of a complete athlete. That is what attracts kids to
Colby."
A second argument is again the issue of competition. Will
athletes be satisfied with simply competingin the NESCAC?
Cotter thinks they will. With the ECAC tournament having
become a second rate tournament to many teams not qualifying for national competition,he thinks students would rather
play in an intense tournament with teams of their caliber in
front of lots of fans, than travel off to another university, to
play a larger, more athletically focused team in front of none
of their own fans.
As if to add to the controversy, rumors have been flying
about the situation. Coaches quitting, admissions dropping,
and students transferring have been on the tips of everyone's
tongues. No Colby coach has of yet mentioned quitting, and
as Coach Tortorella mentioned, Colby students are not here
for athletics above all else.
.
But the biggest rumor adding to the overall issue has been
the many stories that claim that Middlebury, Amhers t, and
Williams have threatened to leave the conference if NCAA
See NESCAC on page 22

Men ^s cross count ry impres sive
at All-New England meet
BY TIM FOLEY & MATT APUZZO
Staff Writer & Sports Editor

Middlebury (who had beaten Colby earlier in the season)
as well as some of the Division I teams.
Leading the way once again for the Mules was captain
Wilson Everhar t '99. Everhart had his best race of the
season , finishing the 5 mile course in 25:48. He was only
seconds behind the lead runners from Bowdoin, wh ich
bodes well for the upcoming NESCAC meet . Everhart
was followed by Sam Harris '98, Harris finished in a time
of 26:28. Behind Harris was a trio of Colby runners ,
Brendan Gav in '01 ran his bes t ti me of t he year for 5
miles, clocking a 27:20. Next in line was Tom Dulong '00.
Dulong , who has been steadil y impr oving all season,
finished in 27:45. Only five seconds behind Dulon g was
Rory Maher '98. Ma her , also ru nning the best time of his
college career , finished in 27:47. The team also had an
impressiveshowin g irjthe sub-varsi ty race , Led by Kei t h ;
Gerry '01, with a timei of 28;28, all seven runners broke ]
the 30 minute barrier. Colby finished the meet with 802"
poin t s, ahead of Middlebury and Conn. College, but just
behind Wwleyan;; Brown won the meet with 55 points.
"Th ere was a grea t deal of excitement among the i
runners afe the ^
¦
y i ¦; ¦ • ij ?
'
< ' ¦"

The Men's cross country team traveled to Franklin
Park in Boston this past Friday to compete in the all New
England Champ ionships. The team came through with
most likely their best race of the season . Coming off of a
somewha t d isappo inti ng showing a t t he Sta t e of Ma ine
meet held a t Ba t es t he week before , t he Mules were
hoping to rebound against the intense competition from
all over New England .
Th is would be the only chance all season for t he
harr iers to face any Division I competition . Powerhouses
Brown , Boston University /Providence and [ Dartmouth
were all in attendance at the meet. Alth ough Colby was
not In cont ent ion t o beat t hese squads , they were hoping
to be drawn along to fast times by the pace that would
undoub tedly be quick ,
As expec ted, t he race was a fas t one, with Karl
Rasmussen of Boston Universit y taking the individu al
title in 23:38. Fast times also led to an impressive showing for Colby, beating NESCAC foes Conn. College and See MEtf &X-C on p ag e 19 \
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